


THE MOST COMPLETE RANGE 

Each product we make at Miniland Baby is destined to reach a home, find a baby and provide safety and well-being to the whole family.
With this in mind, Miniland Baby develops and commercialises electronic products with baby care which o�er the most advanced performances on the market.
We thus o�er the most complete range of baby monitoring systems, the most advanced devices for preparing and storing food as well as the most vanguard health and well-
being products.

STATE-OF-THE-ART,SAFE TECHNOLOGY 

Here at Miniland Baby we provide state-of-the-art, safe technology for baby care along with the healthiest, educational fun.
We wish parents’ experience to become a rewarding, unforgettable time. To this end we ensure that the first experiences of the little ones at home are always marvelous.

TOP QUALITY

Our aim is to achieve the constant innovation of our products, improving their design, technology and performance every day.
The outstanding quality of Miniland Baby products is achieved thanks to the use of the most innovative technology, the strict selection of the materials deployed and the 
continuous quality controls which are guided by the most demanding international standards.
Our goal is to be an excellent company in every way. With this in mind, we manage quality from strict compliance with standard ISO 9001 in areas like R&D&I, production, logistics, 
marketing and post-sales service.
Our quality management system is reviewed every year, seeking ongoing improvement and the maximum satisfaction of our clients.

Day to day
with Miniland



After-sales service: the best asset for end users and 
retailers

Miniland’s after-sales service is one of our added values and an essential part of the 
company’s strategy. 

In the domestic markets, through the website, e-mail or by our phone numbers, we o�er a 
customized support to the end users, nimbly solving any enquiry or incident, releasing our 
retailers from these processes. 

Our aim is to o�er practical training for our distributors and encourage them to use the 
successful procedure we have implemented in our domestic markets. Constant communication 
and a tight business relationship are the key to guarantee  a great customer service before, 
during and after a sale.



makes parenting easier
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MINILAND COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

DIGIMONITOR 2.4” PLUS
DIGIMONITOR 3.5” TOUCH
DIGIMONITOR 3.5” PLUS

EVERYWHERE IPCAM
SPIN IPCAM
THERMOADVANCED PLUS

CHEFY 5
BEMYBUDDY
EMYSCALE

Download on the

Android App on

Visit our website on

www

AVAILABLE Discover everything
eMyBaby o�ers you



FAMILY

THERMOMETER

CALENDAR

PHOTO ALBU M

MY BABY

BABY MONITOR

BEMYBUDDY

MEDICAL REC ORDS

EMYSCALE

Remember all the information of the baby’s birth saving it forever on the 
record and follow his evolution on the medical record, the thermometer 
or the scale.

Add the information of all the family members and create your baby’s 
family tree.

Register your baby’s temperature manually or automatically and follow the 
evolution. Share the information with the pediatrician or with your loved ones.

Because we know you are busy, we help you organize the medical 
appointments, family events or important dates in a unique calendar.

Your personal settings. And if you need any help, get in touch with 
Miniland, we will always be by your side. 

Save the pictures of every special moment lived with your baby to enjoy 
them with your loved ones.

Do you want to see your baby wherever you are? Choose your baby 
monitor model, set it and connect with your baby from your PC, Tablet 
or Smartphone.

A great source of emotions and feelings for the baby! Endless possibilities, 
with multiple songs and sounds specially designed for the little ones and 
completely customizable.

Register all your baby’s medical information: weight, height and cranial 
perimeter and follow the evolution comparing the data with the WHS 
standards or sending it by email. 

From baby to child, keep the weight always under control! Save 
automatically your child’s weight and follow his evolution.

eMyBaby: because being parents is the biggest challenge of your lives 
THE PERFECT APP FOR TODAY’S PARENTS
eMyBaby is an app specifically designed by Miniland for you, dads and moms, with the goal of improving your quality of life no matter how busy you are on your day-to-day life. Because it’s up to oneself to LIVE the 
raising prioritizing what is urgent or what is important, you choose: eMyBaby, is app to you!  

MULTIPLE PLATFORMS, BECAUSE EACH PARENT IS DIFFERENT
eMyBaby is available for both iOS and Android and can be downloaded free-of-charge and easily. In addition, Miniland has developed an on-line version for accessing via computer. Both platforms are always 
synchronized, maintaining the same information on-line and on the mobile phone or tablet and it is very user-friendly. 

BE ORGANIZED TO FEEL CALM
It will be easier to make the routine tasks as we gather on just one application the most important care options for your children, allowing you to get organized and have more time to enjoy with the one you love 
the most, your baby. eMyBaby ensures safety and peace of mind.

YOUR BABY’S MEDICAL INFORMATION ALWAYS GATHERED AND ACCESSIBLE
Gather the essential information of the baby: birth information, evolution of weight, height and cranial perimeter, with their growth charts compared with the WHS standards, the list of vaccines, medical appointments… 
This information is always accessible in a quick, simple and practical way with the option of generating reports and sharing them.

THE FAMILY TOGETHER
eMyBaby creates unforgettable moments with the memories album, as well as the family tree.

SEVERAL PRODUCTS TO GET THE MOST OUT OF IT 
Our Miniland Baby products are designed to be complemented with eMyBaby, obtaining the maximum performance and reliability from our baby monitors, thermometer, scale and beMyBuddy. Miniland thus 
complies with its firm commitment to provide an excellent service to match the real demands of these days.

TO FEEL YOUR BABY WHEREVER YOU ARE
Parents, you want your baby nearby, to know what he is doing all the time, feel him and protect him even on the distance. eMyBaby gives you the chance of being connected. Being able to monitor your son or 
daughter when they’re asleep while you carry out other tasks creates a further link to the baby. And not only being able to see them but seeing them from anywhere in real time, with top quality and the 
possibility to interact with them.



More time for me
while you rest calm



SECURITY SYSTEMS

Always there, knowing what the baby needs at every 
moment and responding to those needs.

We know that your baby’s safety is the most important 
thing for you as a parent, so at Miniland Baby we design 

innovative baby monitors that are extremely
convenient for modern parents.
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DIGITALK EASY | 89171

SECURITY SYSTEMS

User-friendly digital audio baby monitor with high quality sound

>ALLOWS TO HEARD THE BABY WITH TOTAL CLARITY AND ZERO INTERFERENCE
Thanks to its range of up to 300 meters and its digital technology, the parents will be 
able to hear the baby with full sound quality and zero interferences. 

>MAXIMUM PROTECTION FOR THE BABY
Thanks to the VOX (voice activation), the baby monitor remains in standby mode while 
the baby is resting peacefully, activating again when a sound is detected. This way, 
the baby is emission-free, while energy is saved.

>TAKE THE PARENTS UNIT ANYWHERE
The parents receiving unit may be connected to the electrical mains or the 
rechargeable batteries included may be used, enabling parents to move around with 
no cables. Moreover, the batteries are easy to recharge, simply by placing the parents 
unit on the charging base provided.

>NIGHTLIGHT
The pleasant nightlight relaxes and provides comfort to the babies, allowing them to 
see in a room in the dark.

>LUMINOUS INDICATOR OF SOUND INTENSITY
The parents unit features two LED warning lights which light up when some sound is 
detected on the room. This option is particularly useful for people with sensory di�  culties. 

>THE PARENTS UNIT ALWAYS LOCATED!
If the parents can’t remember where they have left their receiver, simply pressing a 
button on the baby unit will make it beep and enable them to fi nd it. 

>EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL
The device features low battery and out-of-range alerts to ensure the parents are not 
left without seeing the baby.

>THE TRAVEL BABY MONITOR
The device is convenient enough to take anywhere. Its lightweight nature and size 
make it the ideal companion for any family with babies or small children.

NIGHT LIGHTVOICE ACTIVATION

OUT OF RANGE ALERT

CHARGING BASE

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

LUMINOUS SOUND INDICATOR
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DIGITALK LUXE | 89172

SECURITY SYSTEMS

Digital audio baby monitor with advanced functions and LCD screen

>THE MOST ADVANCED FOR GREATER CONVENIENCE
The device backlight LCD screen ensures the simple operation of all the functions and 
the control of everything at a mere glance, making the monitoring of the baby more 
convenient for the parents. 

>HIGH QUALITY SOUND AND ZERO INTERFERENCE
The device’s 300-metre range and digital technology will enable parents to listen to 
the baby with perfect sound quality and zero interference.

>ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY: FOR ALL KINDS OF BABIES!
The VOX (voice activation) function maintains the baby monitor in standby mode 
while the baby is resting peacefully, and is activated when some sound is detected. 
As some babies are noisier than others, parents can adjust the sensitivity of the baby 
monitor as required.

>LISTENING AND TALKING TO THE BABIES
Two-way technology allows the parents to listen to the babies, to talk and sing to 
them a song either to calm them down or just to keep them company whilst they are 
carrying out some other activity.

>PRACTICAL SILENT ALERTS
The vibrate function is ideal for times when parents need silence or for noisy 
environments. Moreover, the parents unit features a luminous sound detection 
indicator. These options are particularly useful for people with sensory di�  culties.

>NIGHTLIGHT AND MELODIES
The pleasant nightlight and the fi ve tunes it includes, controlled from the parents unit, 
will relax the baby.

>CONTROL THE TEMPERATURE OF THE ROOM
Enables the parents to control the temperature of the baby´s room from the LCD 
screen. The device also features high and low temperature alerts, guaranteeing the 
baby will always enjoy the ideal temperature!

>MONITORING FROM ANYWHERE
Both the parents and the baby unit can be connected to the electrical mains or run on 
batteries, enabling parents to conveniently monitor their baby anywhere and with no cables. 
Moreover, the parents unit is simple to recharge by placing it on the charging base provided.

ADJUSTABLE VOICE ACTIVATION

BABY UNIT BATTERIES

OUT OF RANGE ALERT
LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

VIBRATOR FUNCTION

LUMINOUS SOUND INDICATOR

ALERT OF HIGH / LOW
TEMPERATURE

TWO-WAY

MELODIES AND NIGHTLIGHT
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DIGIMONITOR 1.8” | 89178

4x

SECURITY SYSTEMS

User-friendly and intuitive baby monitor

>TO VIEW THE BABY IN PERFECT QUALITY THROUGHOUT THE HOUSE
Thanks to the device’s 250-metre range and digital technology, parents will be able to 
see the baby with perfect quality image and no interference on its 1.77” LCD screen.

>VERY SIMPLE AND USER-FRIENDLY
The digimonitor 1.8 ‘’ is very easy to use. Parents will be able to access and activate 
all the functions from its very simple and intuitive menu.

>MAXIMUM PROTECTION FOR THE BABY WITH ECOTECH TECHNOLOGY
The device provides 2 transmission levels according to the desired coverage, thereby 
reducing emissions and saving energy thanks to the Ecotech technology, exclusive 
from Miniland. 

>LISTENING AND TALKING TO THE BABIES
Two-way technology allows the parents to listen to the babies, but also to talk and 
sing them a song either to calm them down or just to keep them company whilst 
parents are carrying out some other activity.

>SOUND ACTIVATION
With the VOX (voice activation) function, the baby monitor stays in standby mode while 
the baby is resting peacefully, and is activated automatically when a sound is detected. 

>LUMINOUS SOUND LEVEL INDICATOR
The parents unit features fi ve LED warning lights which light up when a sound is detected 
in the room. This option is particularly useful for people with sensory di�  culties. 

>MONITORING UP TO 4 ROOMS
The parents unit of the digimonitor 1.8’’ can be connected with up to 4 di� erent 
cameras to monitor di� erent rooms. 

>EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL
The device features low battery and out-of-range alerts to ensure the parents are not 
left without seeing the baby.

UP TO 4 CAMERAS TWO-WAY

LUMINOUS SOUND INDICATOR

VOICE ACTIVATION OUT OF RANGE ALERT

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

STANDBY MODE (ONLY AUDIO)



eMyBaby: technological innovation at the service of eMotion

eMyBaby provides a unique technology for fathers and mothers like you who like to live life intensely, who always want 
more and who fi ght to achieve better bonds with your children every day.

The Miniland Baby baby monitors connected to eMyBaby are born with the intention of generating that bond and with the 
purpose of merging humanity and technology in service of new emotional demands, experienced through:
- immediacy: I want to see them now
- quality: I want to see them well
- distance: I want to see them from here
- intercommunication: I want to interact with them

From the traditional baby monitors formed by a camera and its monitor to the most innovative Miniland IP cameras are 
compatible with eMyBaby.
Their easy installation and use makes them accessible to all mums and dads, and their multiple possibilities makes them 
an essential tool for users of new technologies.

* not included
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SECURITY SYSTEMS

DIGIMONITOR 2.4” PLUS | 89149

Maximum portability baby monitor with a touch front panel

>ACCESSIBLE FROM ANYWHERE WITH AN INTERNET CONNECTION
Using the eMyBaby application it is possible to see the baby on the computer, Tablet 
or Smartphone.

>COMPLETELY PORTABLE AND LONG RANGE BABY MONITOR
Thanks to the rechargeable battery of the parents unit and the range of 250 metres, 
it can be taken conveniently all around the house.

>SMALL DIMENSIONS AND TOUCH FRONT PANEL
Its small size and touch front panel convert the digimonitor 2.4’’ plus into a very 
comfortable and easy to use baby monitor.

>HIGH IMAGE QUALITY AND MULTIPLE FUNCTIONALITIES
This baby monitor a� ords maximum video quality as well as numerous functionalities: 
automatic night vision, two-way, zoom, adjustable camera volume, 5 tunes…

>4 CHANNELS TO CONNECT UP TO 4 CAMERAS
Up to 4 cameras can be connected. It also allows the images from 2 of them to be 
viewed simultaneously.

>VOICE  ACTIVATION WITH ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity of digimonitor 2.4’ plus can be adjusted to the baby’s habits. Hence, it 
is possible to choose between high, medium or low.

>ALL THE TIMETABLES ARE CONTROLLED
digimonitor 2,4” plus provides alerts about the baby’s feeding time, nappy changing, 
giving medicine and for controlling sleeping times.

DUAL VIEW 4 DIFFERENT ALARMS

UP TO 4 CAMERAS TWO-WAY

PC CONNECTION 5 MELODIES

ZOOM ADJUSTABLE VOICE ACTIVATION

4x

x+ 2

LUMINOUS SOUND INDICATOR STANDBY MODE (ONLY AUDIO)
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SECURITY SYSTEMS

VIBRATOR FUNCTION ALARM

NIGHTLIGHT

UP TO 4 CAMERAS TWO-WAY

PC AND TV CONNECTION 5 MELODIES

4 POSITION ZOOM ADJUSTABLE VOICE ACTIVATION

4x

DIGIMONITOR 3.5” PLUS | 89174

Multifunctional, digital video baby monitor with a medium-sized screen

>BABY MONITOR ACCESSIBLE FROM ANYWHERE WITH AN INTERNET CONNECTION
This baby monitor enables the parents to see the baby from anywhere with an Internet 
connection, using the eMyBaby application, exclusive of Miniland Baby. Connecting the 
monitor to the computer is possible to see the baby on another computer, Tablet or 
Smartphone. This will help parents to relax knowing that everything is under control.

>TO SEE THE BABY WITH PERFECT QUALITY ANYWHERE IN THE HOUSE
Thanks to its range of up to 250 meters and its digital technology, parents can see 
the baby with total image quality and zero interference on their 3.5 inch LCD screen.

>LOW EMISSIONS AND ENERGY SAVING WITH THE ECOTECH TECHNOLOGY
Provides 2 transmission levels according to the desired coverage. Also, it does not 
emit any signal whilst it is at rest.

>RECEIVES SILENT ALERTS THANKS TO THE VIBRATE FUNCTION
The vibrate function is ideal for times when parents need silence or for noisy 
environments. Extremely useful for people with hearing problems.

>4-POSITION ZOOM TO SEE THE BABY IN DETAIL
On the screen, parents can choose the quadrant on which to apply the zoom.

>LISTENING AND TALKING TO THE BABIES
Two-way technology allows the parents to listen to the babies, but also to talk and 
sing them a song either to calm them down or just to keep them company whilst 
parents are carrying out some other activity.

>NIGHTLIGHT, MELODIES AND FEEDING TIME ALERT
The pleasant nightlight and the fi ve melodies it features, controlled from the monitor, 
will help the baby to relax. An alert can also be programmed to warn of the baby’s 
next feeding time.

monitor to the computer is possible to see the baby on another computer, Tablet or 
Smartphone. This will help parents to relax knowing that everything is under control.

>TO SEE THE BABY WITH PERFECT QUALITY ANYWHERE IN THE HOUSE
Thanks to its range of up to 250 meters and its digital technology, parents can see 
the baby with total image quality and zero interference on their 3.5 inch LCD screen.

>LOW EMISSIONS AND ENERGY SAVING WITH THE ECOTECH TECHNOLOGY
Provides 2 transmission levels according to the desired coverage. Also, it does not 
emit any signal whilst it is at rest.

>RECEIVES SILENT ALERTS THANKS TO THE VIBRATE FUNCTION
The vibrate function is ideal for times when parents need silence or for noisy 
environments. Extremely useful for people with hearing problems.

>4-POSITION ZOOM TO SEE THE BABY IN DETAIL
On the screen, parents can choose the quadrant on which to apply the zoom.

>LISTENING AND TALKING TO THE BABIES
Two-way technology allows the parents to listen to the babies, but also to talk and 
sing them a song either to calm them down or just to keep them company whilst 
parents are carrying out some other activity.

>NIGHTLIGHT, MELODIES AND FEEDING TIME ALERT
The pleasant nightlight and the fi ve melodies it features, controlled from the monitor, 
will help the baby to relax. An alert can also be programmed to warn of the baby’s 
next feeding time.

+

STANDBY MODE (ONLY AUDIO)
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SECURITY SYSTEMS

DIGIMONITOR 3.5” TOUCH | 89175

The most complete baby monitor, with high performance and a touch screen

>BABY MONITOR ACCESSIBLE FROM ANYWHERE WITH INTERNET CONNECTION
The exclusive Miniland Baby eMyBaby application will enable the parents to see their 
baby from anywhere with an Internet connection. Connecting the monitor to the 
computer is possible to see the baby on another computer, Tablet or Tmartphone

>CONFIGURE ALL ITS FUNCTIONS FROM THE TOUCH SCREEN
Using the touch screen, both the parents unit as well as all of the baby unit 
functionalities can be controlled, such as the volume, the nightlight or playing tunes.

>RECEIVES SILENT ALERTS THANKS TO THE VIBRATOR FUNCTION
Ideal for moments when silence is required or for noisy environments. It is also very 
useful for people who have hearing problems.

>MOTION DETECTION AND VOICE ACTIVATION WITH ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity of both functions can be adjusted to the baby’s habits.

>ECOTECH TECHNOLOGY WITH A LOW EMISSION LEVEL AND LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Provides 2 transmission levels according to the desired coverage. In addition, it does 
not emit any signal whilst it is at rest.

>SEE UP TO 4 CAMERAS AT THE SAME TIME
The Quad view allows simultaneous viewing of images from up to four cameras on the 
screen.

>TEMPERATURE SENSOR AND ALL THE TIMETABLES CONTROLLED
Alerts may be established when the temperature is too high or too low. In addition, 
it provides alerts regarding the baby’s feeding time, nappy changing, giving medicine 
and for controlling sleeping times.

>ALL THE FEATURES ON ONE BABY MONITOR
The device features numerous additional functions like taking photos and recording 
video, date and time, zoom,  5 melodies or a pleasant nightlight to help the baby relax.

QUAD VIEW VIBRATOR FUNCTION

VIDEOS + PICTURES

STANDBY MODE (ONLY AUDIO)PC AND TV CONNECTION

ZOOM

MOTION DETECTION & VOICE
ACTIVATION ADJUSTABLE

5 MELODIES
NIGHTLIGHT

ALARM

x+ 3

ALERT OF HIGH / LOW
TEMPERATURE
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SECURITY SYSTEMS

DIGITAL CAMERA 1.8”| 89179

DIGITAL CAMERA 2.4”| 89166

DIGITAL CAMERA PLUS | 89176

DIGITAL CAMERA TOUCH | 89177

>UP TO 4 CAMERAS MAY BE CONNECTED
The additional camera will allow another room in the house to be viewed.

>READY FOR INSTALLATION ANYWHERE
This product includes a multiadjustment tripod.

Additional camera compatible with: 

89166   DIGIMONITOR 2.4” PLUS

89177   DIGIMONITOR 3.5” TOUCH

89179   DIGIMONITOR 1.8”

89176   DIGIMONITOR 3.5” PLUS
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SECURITY SYSTEMS

EVERYWHERE IPCAM | 89079

IP camera to see the baby directly on the Smartphone, Tablet or computer 
from anywhere

>TO SEE THE BABY AT HOME OR ANYWHERE ELSE WITH INTERNET CONNECTION, 
USING EMYBABY
everywhere IPcam is connected in a very simple way to the Wi-Fi router from home to 
transmit its signal. In addition, using the eMyBaby application it is possible to see the 
baby from anywhere with Internet access without the need for any additional device.

>MOTION DETECTION WITH ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY AND RECORDING FUNCTION
Using this baby monitor any baby movement can be detected as well as recorded 
by activating the recording option. In addition, 4 sensitivity levels can be chosen 
depending on the needs of each baby.

>HIGH-DEFINITION IMAGE
It o� ers great image quality thanks to its high defi nition (HD), with a resolution of up 
to 1280 x 720 pixels.

>TO SEE THE BABY WITH UP TO 4 CAMERAS FROM VARIOUS DEVICES AT THE SAME TIME
Using the same eMyBaby account, it is possible to see the image from one camera 
from several devices at the same time. In addition, the application allows the 
connection from up to 4 everywhere IPcam on the same device. 

>NUMEROUS FUNCTIONALITIES
Incorporates other functionalities such as automatic night vision and it is two-way. 
On top of this, it has a slot for microSD cards which allows the storage of videos and 
photos taken from the eMyBaby app.

WI-FI

TWO-WAY

VERY EASY TO SET UP

DIGITAL ZOOM

UP TO 4 CAMERAS

MOTION ALERT IN ANDROIDMOTION DETECTION WITH
ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY

SLOT FOR MICRO SD CARD

HIGH QUALITY IMAGE

NIGHT VISION

PICTURES

4x

HD
1280x720

+
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SECURITY SYSTEMS

SPIN IPCAM | 89132

IP camera baby monitor that allows the parents to follow the baby’s 
movements from the Tablet, Smartphone or computer

>ACCESSIBLE FROM ANYWHERE WITH INTERNET CONNECTION USING EMYBABY 
spin IPcam is connected in a very simple way to the Wi-Fi router from home to 
transmit its signal. In addition, using the eMyBaby application it is possible to see 
the baby on the Tablet, Smartphone or computer from anywhere with Internet access 
without the need of any additional device.

>TO FOLLOW THE BABY’S MOVEMENTS AT ALL TIMES
Pan & Tilt technology allows the parents to follow the baby’s movements remotely, 
turning the camera from the mobile, Tablet or computer using eMyBaby.

>MOTION DETECTION AND RECORDING WITH ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY
Detects whether the baby is moving, being possible to choose between 4 sensitivity 
levels. By activating the recording function, a video will be recorded every time a 
movement is detected.

>UP TO 4 CAMERAS SO PARENTS CAN SEE THE BABY FROM SEVERAL DEVICES AT ONCE
Allows viewing from up to four cameras on the same device. It is possible to access the 
image of the same camera from various devices at once, using the same eMyBaby account.

>HIGH QUALITY IMAGE 
With H264 compression format and high defi nition (HD) with a resolution of up to 
1280 x 720 pixels. 

>MULTIPLE FUNCTIONALITIES
It is endowed with other functionalities for baby care such as infrared night vision or 
two-way mode. Furthermore, it allows microSD cards for storage of videos and photos 
for a perfect surveillance of the baby.

PAN & TILT CONTROL

WI-FI

TWO-WAY

VERY EASY TO SET UP

DIGITAL ZOOM

UP TO 4 CAMERAS HIGH QUALITY IMAGE

MOTION DETECTION WITH
ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY

SLOT FOR MICRO SD CARD

PICTURES NIGHT VISION

4x HD
1280x720

+

MOTION ALERT IN ANDROID

270°90°
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

ACCESSORIES

89178
digimonitor 1,8’’

89174
digimonitor 3,5” plus

89175
digimonitor 3,5” touch

89079
everywhere IPcam

89132
spin IPcam

Technology

ECOTECH

Range

Nº of programmable / automatic channels

Infrared night vision

LCD colour screen

Camera resolution

Monitor resolution

Video compression format

Retractable antenna

Languages 8

Size (height x width x depth) (cm)

Voice activation (VOX)

Adjustable sensitivity (VOX)

Motion detection with adjustable sensitivity

Standby Mode (only audio)

Two-way

Luminous sound indicator

Nightlight

Melodies (nº)

Low battery indicator

Time and date

Vibrate function

Thermometer

High / low temperature alert

Out of range alert

Alerts

Recording

Image capture

Zoom

Pan & Tilt 5

Scan mode

Multi-screen view 6

Compatibility with eMyBaby

Additional camera 7

Parents unit battery

Audio / video output jack

TV connection cables (RCA)

Mini USB for connection to PC

Memory card

Multi-adjustment tripod

Neck strap and traveling case

VIDEO BABY MONITOR

digital 2,4 GHz

250 m

4/16

•
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RGB 320 x 240

•2

Monitor: 12,2 x 6,4 x 1,3

Camera: 9,5 x 8 x 2,4
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•

•

•

•

5

•

•

•

• 4

x2

•

2

iOS, Android, PC

4

1 x Li-Ion 3,7 V 1200mAh 

rechargeable

A/V output

•

89149
digimonitor 2,4” plus

89149
digimonitor 2,4” plus

89178 89174
digimonitor 3,5” plus

89175
digimonitor 3,5” touch

89079 89132



1 The distance from the camera to the router may vary in accordance with the characteristics of the router
2 On the camera
3 From the eMyBaby app
4 Alerts: feeding time, hours of sleep, nappy change and medicine time
5 Enables the monitoring of the baby´s movements from a distance operating the camera from the eMyBaby app
6 Number of cameras which can be viewed simultaneously on the monitor
7 Not included
8 8 languages: Spanish, English, French, German, Portuguese, Italian, Polish and Russian /2 languages: English and Spanish
9 From the PC

digital 2,4 GHz

300 m

36

digital 2,4 GHz

300 m

36

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

•

•

•

•

•

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

89171
digitalk easy

89172
digitalk luxe

Technology

Range

Nº of automatic channels

Display

Voice activation

Adjustable sensitivity (VOX)

Two-way

Luminous sound indicator

Nightlight

Melodies (nº)

Low battery indicator

Vibrate function 

Thermometer

High / Low temperature alert

Out of range alert

AUDIO BABY MONITOR  

 2 x AAA 1,2V 800 mAh Ni-MH rechargeable

•

 4 x AAA 1,5 V alkaline 7

 2 x AAA 1,2V 800 mAh Ni-MH rechargeable

•

ACCESSORIES

Baby unit batteries

Parent unit battery

Parent unit charger base



Enjoying time with
my family in the
perfect environment



SISTEMAS DE VIGILANCIA
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

To recreate a natural environment, with the optimal conditions 
of temperature and humidity for the whole family. 

The advanced technology of the Miniland Baby humidifiers 
allows to regulate and control the relative humidity of the 

environment, creating the suitable atmosphere
for the baby with a cleaner and purer air. 
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HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

HUMIDROP | 89173

Small, user-friendly essence humidifi er

>ELEGANCE AND FUNCTIONALITY WITH A MINIMUM SIZE
humidrop is the smallest Miniland Baby humidifi er and it boasts a very elegant design. 
Thanks to its small diameter, it is easy to place on any surface.

>THE ESSENCES PARENTS REALLY WANT
The essence compartment of this humidifi er is compatible with all the essences 
available on the market.

>HIGH-PERFORMANCE COLD STEAM HUMIDIFIER
Endowed with great operating autonomy exceeding 12 hours with a maximum steam 
fl ow, even though its small 1.5 litre tank capacity. Ideal for rooms of up to 15m2.

>VERY USER-FRIENDLY FOR EVERYONE
It allows simple control by a touch button to choose the desired steam fl ow at any given 
time.

>HOMOGENEOUS HUMIDIFICATION
Its adjustable nozzle allows the humidifi cation of the whole space to be homogeneous, 
distributing the cold steam evenly throughout the room.

>OPTIONAL SOFT NIGHTLIGHT
Includes the option of turning on or o�  a soft blue light to keep the baby company while 
humidrop is in operation.

>EMPTY WATER TANK ALERT AND AUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION 
The device is fi tted with a lack of water protection system, and turns itself o�  
automatically. A luminous indicator lights up to warn the tank needs fi lling.

24h

15m

MAXIMUM AUTONOMY CAPACITY: 1.5 LITRES

ESSENCES

EFFICIENCY OPTIONAL NIGHTLIGHT

ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE TOUCH BUTTON

AUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION
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HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

HUMIESSENCE | 89076

Compact and user-friendly essence humidifi er

>ALWAYS PERFUMED ENVIRONMENT WITH ANY ESSENCE
Any essence available on the market can be used. It includes the bottle for keeping 
the essences and an extra set of 3 rods.

>COLD STEAM HUMIDIFIER WITH GREAT AUTONOMY
The humiessence cold steam humidifi er is endowed with operating autonomy 
exceeding 10 hours with the maximum steam fl ow thanks to the 2.5 litres in its tank. 
It is ideal for rooms of up to 30 m2.

>VERY EASY TO USE
Two buttons and a rotary knob to adjust the steam fl ow control the whole appliance. 
humiessence is easy for anyone to use.

>OPTIONAL NIGHTLIGHT
This humidifi er a� ords the possibility of activating and deactivating a soft blue light 
that will keep the baby company whilst the appliance is in operation.

>ELEGANCE AND FUNCTIONALITY
It is a compact humidifi er which has a very elegant design line. Its small diameter 
means it is easy to place on any surface.

>WARNING AND AUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION WHEN THE TANK IS EMPTY
It stops working automatically when the water in the tank runs out, ensuring the 
maximum safety. What’s more, it warns by means of a small red, fl ashing light.

MAXIMUM AUTONOMY CAPACITY: 2.5 LITRES

ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE

ESSENCES

EFFICIENCY OPTIONAL NIGHTLIGHT

AUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION

EXTRA 3 RODS

30m

50h
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HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

OZONBALL | 89026

Ozonizer humidifi er which purifi es and cleans the air

>COLD STEAM OZONIZER HUMIDIFIER WITH GREAT CAPACITY AND AUTONOMY
Endowed with great operating autonomy, around 30 hours with a minimum steam 
fl ow, thanks to the 3.5 litres in its tank. It is ideal for rooms of up to 25 m2.

>AUTOMATICALLY MAINTAINS THE HUMIDITY LEVEL
With an inbuilt digital hygrometer, ozonball regulates the steam fl ow to maintain the 
relative humidity percentage selected constant.

>ELIMINATION OF GERMS AND BACTERIA
When sterilizing the air with ozone, the impurities, germs and bacteria are eliminated.

>TIMER OF UP TO 10 HOURS
Allows the humidifi er operating time to be programmed a maximum of 10 hours.

>ALL THE FUNCTIONS WORK FROM THE REMOTE CONTROL
It is possible to activate, deactivate or change functions comfortably without having 
to go to the device.

>ALL INFORMATION VISIBLE
The percentage of humidity in the room, the temperature and the confi guration of the 
functions are accessible at a glance from the digital backlit display.

>SOFT BLUE NIGHTLIGHT
A soft blue light will keep the baby company whilst ozonball is in operation.

>AUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION AND WARNING OF EMPTY WATER TANK
For the sake of safety, ozonball stops working automatically when the water is shown 
permanently on the screen until it has been fi lled up again.

MAXIMUM AUTONOMY

POWER-OFF TIMEREFFICIENCY

NIGHTLIGHTTEMPERATURE SENSOR

OZONEAUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION

30h

25m

03

CAPACITY: 3.5 LITRES

ADJUSTABLE HUMIDITY
AND STEAM FLOW

WATER FILTER 55%
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HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

HUMIPLUS ADVANCED | 89081

Warm and cold steam ionizer humidifi er which purifi es and cleans the air

>THE GREATEST CAPACITY AND AUTONOMY
Endowed with a 7-litre tank, humiplus advanced works up to 70 hours with a 
minimum steam fl ow. What’s more, it is fi tted with a timer which allows humidifi cation 
to be started after the selected time period. It is ideal for rooms of up to 45m2.

>AUTOMATICALLY MAINTAINS THE HUMIDITY LEVEL
Allows the selection of a constant percentage of relative humidity. It also allows the 
automatic selection of the ideal humidity level (55%) or a constant steam fl ow.

>COLD STEAM OR WARM STEAM
Possibility of choosing between cold steam or warm steam depending on the parents’ 
requirements.

>DESIRED STEAM FLOW EMISSION AT ANY TIME
The steam fl ow emission can be confi gured and it can be increased or reduced as 
wished between three levels.

>AIR FREE OF IMPURITIES AND GREAT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Emits negative ions which eliminate suspended particles, generating air which is 
cleaner of all kinds of impurities.

>REMOTE CONTROL TO CONTROL ALL THE FUNCTIONALITIES
It is possible to activate, deactivate or select humidifi er functions more comfortably 
by remote control.

>RAINBOW NIGHTLIGHT WITH OFF OPTION
A soft changing light will create a rainbow e� ect for the baby, generating an 
atmosphere of calm and well-being.

>WARNING OF EMPTY WATER TANK AND AUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION
If the water tank is empty, an indicator is shown on the display and the appliance 
shuts-o�  automatically, ensuring the maximum safety.

MAXIMUM AUTONOMY

IONIZEREFFICIENCY

RAINBOW NIGHTLIGHT ADJUSTABLE HUMIDITY
AND STEAM FLOW

TURN-ON TIMERAUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION

COLD OR WARM STEAM WATER FILTER 

70h

45m

55%

CAPACITY: 7 LITRES
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HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

AMBIDROP | 89087

Environmental thermometer-hygrometer with clock function

>ALLOWS EVERYTHING TO BE CONTROLLED AT ALL TIMES
Accurately displays the temperature and relative humidity of the baby’s room as well 
as the time in 24 or 12 hour format.

>LIGHT ALERT TO ENSURE MAXIMUM COMFORT
Using the Comfort function, a light alert is displayed when the room falls outside the 
comfort and optimum well-being values.

>MAXIMUM ELEGANCE AND MINIMUM SIZE
In the shape of a drop of water, ambidrop is a very elegant device which also stands 
out for its small dimensions. It can be placed on any surface.

>EASY TO READ FOR EVERYONE
Shows the data in large fi gures and high contrast. In addition, its LCD display may be 
lit up by a soft amber light to achieve greater visibility.

>DEGREES CELSIUS AND FAHRENHEIT
To make it accessible to everyone, using ambidrop parents can choose between de-
grees Celsius or Fahrenheit depending on their requirements.

>INCLUDES BATTERIES AND LOW BATTERY INDICATOR
For greater convenience, ambidrop includes a set of batteries. In addition, it has a low 
battery indicator.

MEASURES THE TEMPERATURE MEASURES THE HUMIDITY

CLOCK LUMINOUS ALARM

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR BATTERIES INCLUDED

SELECTABLE UNIT

%

°C °F





•

•

1,5

15

2 levels

120-60

12-25

<30dB

•

•

2,5

30

adjustable knob

250-50

10-50

<35dB

•

•

3,5

•

25

3 levels

300-120

12–30

<35dB

•

•

•

7

•

45

3 levels

400-100

18-70

<38dB

•

• 3

•

•

•

• 3

•

•

•

•

max 10 1

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

max 12 2

•

•

•

•

•

rainbow 3

•

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

89173
humidrop

89076
humiessence

89026
ozonball

89081
humiplus advanced

Ultrasonic

Cold steam

Warm steam

Capacity (liters)

Digital display 

Maximum e�  ciency (m2)

Steam fl ow adjustment

Steam fl ow (ml/h)

Autonomy (hours)

Sound level

Digital adjustment of % of relative humidity

Automatic shut-o� 

Timer

Thermometer

Hygrometer 

Ozonizer 

Ionizer

Eliminates germs and bacteria

Automatic speed adjustment according to needs

Continuous steam fl ow

Nightlight

Essence compartment

Empty tank indicator

HUMIDIFIERS

•

•

•

•

ACCESSORIES

Remote control

Water fi lter

1 OFF timer
2 ON timer
3 With OFF option



–10°C~60°C (14°F~140°F)

20% a 99%

0,1°C (0,1°F)

1%

10

121x79x56

•

•

•

Luminous indicator

•

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

89087
ambidrop

Temperature range measured

Relative humidity range measured

Temperature resolution

Humidity resolution

Temperature display time (seconds)

Size (height x width x depth) (mm)

Low battery indicator

Clock

Conversion °C / °F

Comfort function

Backlight display

THERMOMETERS-HYGROMETERS

2 x AAA 1.5V alkaline

ACCESSORIES

Batteries



How easy and fast
is to prepare
your favorite food



FEEDING

Providing a suitable and varied diet for a baby
is essential for healthy growth.

Parents o�er their babies the healthiest food, Miniland Baby 
o�ers the variety of products for optimum preparation and 
conservation, all of which contributes to a healthy growth.
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MICRO WARMY | 89134

Microwave sterilizer for baby bottles and accessories

>STERILIZES UP TO 5 BABY BOTTLES WITH THEIR ACCESSORIES
micro warmy sterilises up to 5 baby bottles at the same time with their nipples and 
accessories. With this in mind, it is fi tted with a tray for accommodating the baby 
bottles and a compartment in which to place all kinds of small accessories such as 
pacifi ers, nipples etc.

>TOTAL STERILIZATION IN JUST 4 MINUTES AND FOR UP TO 6 HOURS
Sterilises its whole content in just 4 minutes at a power of 1000W-1200W. The 
elements will remain sterilized for up to 6 hours in the micro warmy, ensuring greater 
hygiene and safety.

>EFFECTIVE STERILIZATION
To sterilize with micro warmy parents don’t need to include any chemical substance. 
Steam sterilization is the most e� ective and natural sterilization system. 

>EASY AND SAFE TO HOLD
This sterilizer is fi tted with lateral seals to a� ord the greatest safety, preventing hot 
water from being spilled when taking it out of the microwave. In addition, they remain 
cold and serve as handles to be able to hold the sterilizer in total safety.

>DETACHABLE AND EASY TO CLEAN
All the components can be washed in soapy water or in the dishwasher and easily 
stored in the micro warmy.

>BPA-FREE
It is made from BPA-free materials.

EFFICIENT GREAT CAPACITY

FAST (1100W) NO CHEMICALS

SAFE BOTTLE DRAINER

4 min

x5
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WARMY TRAVEL | 89070

Baby bottles and jars warmer which is very practical for the car

>IDEAL FOR FAMILIES THAT TRAVEL A LOT
warmy travel starts working automatically when plugged into the car lighter socket so 
it can be used during long car journeys.

>HEATS UP BABY BOTTLES AND JARS IN A SIMPLE MANNER
The heating band surrounding the whole appliance ensures the heating up of baby 
bottles and jars of all sizes.

>MAXIMUM SAFETY
warmy travel is protected from overheating by means of an integrated electronic 
thermostat. It disconnects automatically when it attains the maximum temperature. 

>INSULATING AND IMPERMEABLE
Thanks to the insulating and impermeable materials it is made from, it maintains the 
temperature of the baby bottle or jar for longer and avoids unpleasant spills. 

>DETACHABLE AND EASY TO CLEAN
It is very easy to remove the heating band to clean the impermeable material it is 
made of with a damp cloth.

>CONVENIENT AND EASY TO TRANSPORT
warmy travel is very light and easy to transport thanks to the upper handle and the 
Velcro straps for clipping it onto the baby’s pram or bag.  

TRAVEL ALL SIZES

IMPERMEABLE INSULATING

SAFETY SHUTDOWN EASY CLEANING
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CHEFY 5 | 89146

BASKET SET CHEFY 5 | 89095

COVER SET CHEFY 5 | 89097

KNIVE CHEFY 5 | 89098

JAR CHEFY 5 | 89096

TONGS CHEFY 5 | 89167

BLENDER LID CHEFY 5 | 89170

Complete multipurpose 5-in-1 kitchen robot

>SPARE PARTS OF THE CHEFY 5 KITCHEN ROBOT ARE SOLD SEPARATELY

STEAM COOKS

STERILIZES

GRINDS

HEATS UP DEFROSTS

89095

89097
89170

89098

89167
89096

89095
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FEEDING

CHEFY 5 | 89146

Complete multipurpose 5-in-1 kitchen robot

>5 FUNCTIONS IN JUST ONE KITCHEN ROBOT  
• Steam cooks and heats up food at 2 power levels depending on the type of food, 
maintaining its nutrients
• Grinds at 2 di� erent speeds depending on the texture of the food desired, ideal for 
the di� erent baby growing stages!
• Thaws evenly
• Heats up baby bottles and jars of any size evenly and quickly
• Rapidly sterilizes baby bottles and accessories

>TO TEACH THE BABY HOW TO EAT HEALTHY! 
To get the most out of chefy5, the book “Children’s recipes, nutrition and dietetics” 
is included with practical tips about child nutrition adapted by age and 80 delicious 
recipes. It is easy to download from our eMyBaby website. 

>EVERYTHING ALWAYS UNDER CONTROL WITH AN EASY AND INTUITIVE HANDLING
Its backlit display shows all the process information (function, cooking level, grinding 
speed and time remaining) by means of the same user-friendly icons it has on its 
front, making it very easy to use.  

>GREAT COOKING AND GRINDING CAPACITY
The graduated jar, made from top quality, highly resistant materials has a capacity of 
one liter. Thanks to its three cooking baskets, it can increase this capacity by 250 ml 
or cook several foods separately.

>ALL ITS ACCESSORIES ARE INCLUDED
Three cooking baskets of di� erent sizes and stackable, two magic boards, three 
di� erent lids, a tong especially designed for baby bottles and jars as well as for any 
food, an additional silicone ring and a resistant carrying bag. 

>EASY TO STORE AND TRANSPORT ANYWHERE
Takes up the minimum space and its bag allows it to be taken anywhere. Includes a 
cable retractor and an extractable lower drawer.

>DETACHABLE AND EASY TO CLEAN
The complements can be washed in soapy water or in the dishwasher. The base can 
be cleaned with a damp cloth.

>TOTAL SAFETY AND AUTOMATIC DISCONNECTION
It turns o�  automatically. It emits visual and sound warnings when it fi nishes any 
process. It is made from BPA-free materials.

>MODERN DESIGN FOR ALL KITCHENS!
Its silver color will make it the favorite electrical household appliance in the parents’ 
kitchen.
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WARMY ADVANCED | 89150

The only smart baby bottle warmer and sterilizer on the market

>THE MOST ADVANCED DIGITAL BOTTLE WARMER AND STERILIZER
warmy advanced is the only product on the market that automatically calculates the 
time required in line with the kind of food, the size and the initial temperature, achie-
ving rapid, even heating at the right temperature.

>EVERYTHING ALWAYS UNDER CONTROL WITH AN EASY AND INTUITIVE USE
Its intuitive backlit display will guide the parents step by step in choosing the desired 
option, always showing all the process information, making it very easy and speedy to 
use.

>HEATS UP BABY BOTTLES AND JARS IN A SIMPLE, NATURAL MANNER
Heats up naturally using steam at a high temperature, therefore, it is also suitable for 
heating breast milk.

>EASY STERILIZATION IN THE SAME DEVICE
warmy advanced allows a baby bottle and all its accessories to be sterilized in the 
same device where the heating is carried out.

>WARMS BABY BOTTLES AND JARS AT HOME OR IN THE CAR
It can be used both at home and in the car thanks to the adapter it includes.

>EXCLUSIVE BPA-FREE TRITAN LID
The transparent tritan lid is highly resistant and is very durable. warmy advanced is 
wholly made from BPA-free materials.

>PROGRAMMES THE NEXT FEEDING TIME AT NIGHT BEFORE GOING TO BED
warmy advanced allows to program in how many hours the next feeding dose will 
start to be warmed up. Allowing the parents to sit back and relax, safe in the knowled-
ge that the baby’s bottle will be ready when they need it.

>VISUAL AND SOUND ALARMS AND MAXIMUM SECURITY
A visual and sound alarm indicates when the warming up has fi nished or when the 
water has been used up, turning o�  automatically.

>MODERN DESIGN FOR EVERY KITCHEN!
Its silver colour will make warmy advanced the favourite appliance on the parents’ kitchen.

SMART

STERILIZES

FOR HOME AND CAR USE

HEATS UP DEFROSTS

TIMER
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WARMY | 89017

Heats up baby bottles and jars at home and in the car

>HEATS UP BABY BOTTLES AND JARS IN A SIMPLE, NATURAL MANNER
Heats up naturally using steam at a high temperature, therefore, it is also suitable for 
heating breast milk.

>VERY EASY TO USE
It is controlled from a single button which allows all its functions to be carried out 
perfectly. 

>IDEAL FOR USING AT HOME AND IN THE CAR
It can be used both at home and in the car thanks to the power adaptor it includes. 

>BUILT-IN MEASURING CUP
The amount of water used is what determines the heating and sterilization time. The 
built-in measuring cup at the base of warmy allows the precise measurement of water 
to be used at any time.

>MAXIMUM SAFETY
This bottle warmer turns o�  automatically when all the water has been used up and 
the function is thus complete. The luminous display goes o�  when it fi nishes any 
process.

>DETACHABLE AND EASY TO CLEAN
All the accessories can be washed in soapy water with a sponge or also in the 
dishwasher. The base can be cleaned with a damp cloth.

>EASY TO STORE
All the accessories are kept in the interior of warmy. What’s more, it is fi tted with a 
practical cable retractor at the base.  

IN THE CAR AT HOME

HEATS UP DEFROSTS

SAFETY SHUTDOWN
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IN THE CAR

STERILIZES SAFETY SHUTDOWN

AT HOME

HEATS UP DEFROSTS

WARMY PLUS | 89034

Heats up baby bottles and jars and sterilizes both at home and in the car

>EASY STERILIZATION AND HEATING IN THE SAME PRODUCT
With warmy plus parents don’t need an appliance for each function. It allows sterilize 
a baby bottle and all its accessories in a matter of minutes in the same device in 
which the heating is carried out.

>ADAPTER FOR USING AT HOME AND IN THE CAR
It can be used both at home and in the car thanks to the power adapter it includes.

>HEATS UP BABY BOTTLES AND JARS IN A SIMPLE, NATURAL MANNER
Heats up and sterilises naturally using steam at a high temperature, therefore, it is 
also suitable for heating breast milk.

>VERY EASY TO USE AND SAVE
It is controlled from a single button. All the accessories are saved inside the lid and it 
also has a practical cable tidier at the base.  

>BUILT-IN MEASURING CUP
The amount of water used is what determines the heating and sterilization time. The 
built-in measuring cup at the base of warmy plus allows to use the precise amount of 
water at any time.

>MAXIMUM SAFETY
It turns o�  automatically when all the water has been used up and the function has 
thus terminated. The luminous indicator goes o�  when it fi nishes any process.
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SUPER 3 DECO | 89033

High-capacity multipurpose sterilizer  

>3 FUNCTIONS IN JUST ONE DEVICE
• Sterilizes up to 6 baby bottles with their nipples and accessories
• Heats up baby bottles and jars of any size evenly and quickly
• Steams and heats up food, maintaining its nutrients

>LARGE STERILIZATION CAPACITY 
super 3 deco has a large sterilization lid  and an organiser which endows it with great 
capacity being possible to accommodate up to 6 baby bottles with their nipples. 

>STERILIZES ALL TYPES OF ACCESSORIES
It can also sterilize medium-sized utensils such as breast pumps or small accessories 
which may be placed in a special compartment.

>HEATS UP BABY BOTTLES AND JARS IN A SIMPLE, NATURAL MANNER
Heats up and sterilises naturally using steam at a high temperature, therefore, it is 
also suitable for heating breast milk.

>BUILT-IN MEASURING CUP
The built-in measuring cup at the base allows using the precise amount of water at 
any moment, which determines the operating time.

>EASY TO STORE AND CLEAN
Fitted with a practical cable retractor at the base. In addition, all the accessories are 
kept in the interior of the sterilizing lid and they can all be washed on the dishwasher.

>MAXIMUM SAFETY
This sterilizer turns o�  automatically when all the water has been used up. The 
luminous display goes o�  when the process fi nishes.

STEAM COOKS STERILIZES

HEATS UP GREAT CAPACITYx6
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THERMOSPOON | 89151 | 89168

Spoon to determine the temperature of the baby’s food at any time

>CONTINUOUS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
It is very easy to establish the temperature of the baby’s food at any time as it is 
measured via its fl exible tip.

>STORAGE AND TRANSPORT CASE
It has a rigid, semi-transparent case that o� ers maximum safety and hygiene for 
transport.

>ANYWHERE AND WHATEVER THE CIRCUMSTANCES
It can be easily carried in the baby’s bag or placed along with the other utensils for 
feeding, being very useful for day-to-day use or for meals away from home.

>SOUND ALARM AT HIGH TEMPERATURES
It emits a quiet sound alarm when it detects that the food is at a temperature 
exceeding 41ºC, thereby avoiding any undesirable burning.

>HOT AND COLD FOODS
The wide measurement range will allow the temperature of any baby food to be 
controlled from the coldest to the hottest, allowing parents to check whether the food 
temperature is suitable for their little one.

>WATER-RESISTANT
As it is water-resistant, it can be hand washed with the rest of the spoons and baby 
utensils.

>SAFETY AND RESISTANCE
The spoon has a fl exible tip, lending it great elasticity and softness. Its soft, rounded 
forms ensure the maximum safety for the baby’s little mouth.

>BISPHENOL A FREE
100% BPA-free.

89151

89168

+41˚C

HOT AND COLD BABY FOOD

TEMPERATURE ALARM

MEASURES THE BABY BOTTLE 
TEMPERATURE

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

HYGIENIC CASEFLEXIBLE TIP
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MEAL SET | 89155 | 89156

Complete 7-piece meal set especially designed for the little ones

>THE MOST COMPLETE MEAL SET
The meal set comprises 7 practical pieces in fun, bright colours to make mealtime for 
the little ones more pleasant: a fl at dish, a bowl, a spoon made of soft material ideal 
for the little one’s gums, an anatomic spoon and fork for the next stage, a learning cup 
with convenient handles and all on an anti-slip placemat for greater safety.

>MADE IN SPAIN FROM TOP QUALITY MATERIALS
The plate, bowl, cutlery and anti-slip placemat of the meal set are made in Spain from 
top-quality materials, making them highly shock-resistant. 

>SUITABLE FOR DISHWASHER
The meal set plate, bowl and cutlery can be conveniently washed in the dishwasher.

>SUITABLE FOR MICROWAVE
The plate and bowl are suitable for the microwave, for heating up food and enjoying it 
straight away!

>ERGONOMIC CUTLERY
The cutlery has been especially designed for babies with optimum handle dimensions, 
making it very easy to use. The spoons are ideal for putting into any jar and they have 
the perfect capacity for mush depending on the baby’s age.

>ANTI-SLIP PLACEMAT
The meal set has an anti-slip placemat designed especially so that the pieces remain 
perfectly fi xed whilst feeding the baby.

FUN 230ML

SOFT 4m+ ANTI-DRIP SYSTEM

GREAT CAPACITY ANTI-SLIP

ROUNDED TIPS

89155

89156

89155

89156
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TRAINY | 89180 | 89181

Learning cup with side handles and anti-drip system

>TO LEARN TO DRINK LIKE AN ADULT!
The trainy learning cup is the perfect choice for teaching the babies to take their fi rst 
sips. Its teat is soft and easy on the gums, rendering the transition from the baby 
bottle to the cup very easy.

>LIGHTWEIGHT AND EASY TO HOLD
The side handles and lightweight nature of the trainy cup will enable the babies to 
grasp it with their tiny hands, thereby facilitating the learning process.

>DRINKING FROM THE CUP AND CARRYING IT AROUND WITH NO  SPILLS 
Babies can drink from trainy in total safety and without splashing themselves, as it 
features an anti-drip valve and a watertight lid which prevent the liquid from spilling. 

>IDEAL CAPACITY AND CONTROLLED AMOUNTS
This little learning cup has a capacity of 170 ml and features a practical measuring 
scale printed on its side.

>BRIGHT COLOURS AND CHEERFUL DRAWINGS!
Either blue or pink, trainy features designs and colours which are highly appealing 
and entertaining to babies, promoting the learning process and making it ideal for the 
change from the baby bottle to the cup.   

> ADAPTABLE FLOW TO EACH BABY’S MOUTH
The fl ow of liquid in trainy is regulated using the valve. It can be placed in the cup for 
a reduced fl ow of liquid or removed for a free fl ow. 

>CLEAN TEATS EVERYWHERE
Thanks to its folding cover the teat will always be clean and ready for use.  

89180

89181

LIGHT ADJUSTABLE LIQUID FLOW

NO SPILLS GRADUATED

ALWAYS CLEAN TEAT

89180

89181
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PICNEAT | 89182 | 89183

A practical set of anatomical development cutlery with a protective case

>ANATOMICAL CUTLERY FOR ALL THE BABY’S STAGES.
picneat consists of a soft spoon which is easy on the gums for the introduction of 
food, a great capacity spoon and a round-tipped fork for greater safety.

>TO TAKE IT EVERYWHERE AND ALWAYS CLEAN!
The safe-locking case ensures parents can always store the cutlery in a hygienic 
manner. Moreover, this accessory allows the cutlery to be taken anywhere in the 
simplest and most convenient manner. 

>LEARNING TO EAT ON THEIR OWN!
The handles are ergonomic and extremely easy and convenient for a baby´s little 
hands to grasp. This excellent cutlery will help babies to practice eating on their own. 

>MANUFACTURED IN SPAIN WITH TOP-QUALITY MATERIALS
picneat is manufactured in Spain with top-quality PP, guaranteeing the cutlery is both 
highly resistant and proofed against the naughtiest toddlers. It is also BPA free.

>SUITABLE FOR DISHWASHERS
The cutlery and case may be washed in dishwashers.

89182

89183

89182

89183

EVOLUTIONARY TOP-QUALITY MATERIALS

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

HYGIENIC CASESOFT 4m+

GREAT CAPACITY

ROUNDED TIPS
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DISPLAY HERMIFRESH | 89184

Display with 12 airtight vacuum containers

>THE BABY’S MEALS ALWAYS READY
Allows parents to prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere.

>VACUUM-PACKAGING OF FOOD TO PRESERVE ALL ITS PROPERTIES
Maintains all the properties, fl avour and aroma of food thanks to the innovative 
patented air extraction system by means of a vacuum valve to maintain the food fresh 
for a longer time.

>MATERIALS ENDOWED WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
33cl, highly resistant airtight containers. Fitted with a transparent tritan cap which 
withstands temperatures of more than 100ºC.

>FOR ALL TYPES OF FOOD
Ideal for the fi rst mushes and all kinds of liquid and solid food.

>FROZEN FOOD WITH EVERY GUARANTEE
Preserves food in the freezer with the assurance that it will maintain all its nutritional 
properties. In addition, its cap incorporates a practical date stamp.

>THAWING FOOD
It is ideal for the microwave, allowing food to be unfrozen or heated up in the hermetic 
container itself in total convenience and safety.

>IN THE COUNTRY, AT THE BEACH OR IN THE PARK
These hermetic containers have the perfect size to carry in the handbag or in any 
isothermal bag or cooler.

>BISPHENOL A FREE
100% BPA-free.

PATENTED AIR EXTRACTION SYSTEM

VERY EASY TO USE

DISHWASHER

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

MICROWAVE

PRESERVES ALL THE PROPERTIES
OF THE FOOD

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY WITH DATE STAMP

PUSH

AIR AIRIR R

patented air extraction system by means of a vacuum valve to maintain the food fresh 

Preserves food in the freezer with the assurance that it will maintain all its nutritional 
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PATENTED AIR EXTRACTION SYSTEM

VERY EASY TO USE

DISHWASHER

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

MICROWAVE

PRESERVES ALL THE PROPERTIES
OF THE FOOD

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY WITH DATE STAMP

PUSH

AIR AIR

PACK-2-GO HERMIFRESH | 89072 | 89139

Practical isothermal bag with 2 airtight vacuum containers

>IN THE COUNTRY, AT THE BEACH OR IN THE PARK
The pack-2-go hermifresh set can be conveniently held or hung from the pram. It 
becomes the best partner for feeding the baby away from home. Its isothermal bag 
maintains food temperature for longer.

>VACUUM-PACKAGING OF FOOD TO PRESERVE ALL ITS PROPERTIES
Maintains all the properties, fl avour and aroma of food thanks to the innovative 
patented air extraction system by means of a vacuum valve to maintain food fresh for 
a longer time.

>FOR ALL TYPES OF FOOD
Ideal for the fi rst mushes and all kinds of liquid and solid food.

>MATERIALS ENDOWED WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
33cl, highly resistant airtight vacuum containers. Fitted with a transparent, tritan cap 
which withstands temperatures of more than 100ºC.

>FROZEN FOOD WITH EVERY GUARANTEE
Preserves food in the freezer with the assurance that it will maintain all its nutritional 
properties and it can be unfrozen or heated up in the microwave in the hermetic 
container itself. In adttion, its cap incorporates a practical date stamp.

>EASY TO CLEAN
The bag is impermeable so it doesn’t absorb stains and can be cleaned with a damp 
cloth. The hermetic containers are suitable for the dishwasher.

89072

89139
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SET 4 HERMISIZED | 85510 | 89142

Set of four quality and resistant graduated airtight containers

>THE BABY’S MEALS ALWAYS READY, IN THE COUNTRY, AT THE BEACH OR IN THE 
PARK!
Allows parents to prepare the baby’s meals at home and take them anywhere. It is the 
perfect size to carry in the pocket, in any isothermal bag or fridge.

>MADE IN SPAIN WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
Airtight containers with 25 cl capacity made in Spain with highly-resistant materials.

>ACCURATELY CONTROLS THE BABY’S MEALS
The measurements printed on the cup allow the babies’ meals to be adapted to their 
needs at any time.

>CONSERVING BREAST MILK
Very suitable for storing breast milk, either for refrigerating or drinking on the same 
day or for storing for longer in the freezer.

>FOR ALL TYPES OF SOLID FOOD OR LIQUIDS
Ideal for the fi rst mushes and all kinds of solid food, from aperitifs and snacks to 
desserts. Well suited to other liquid food such as broths, consommés or natural juices.

>FROZEN AND UNFROZEN FOOD WITH EVERY GUARANTEE
The baby’s food is kept in the freezer to maintain its nutritional properties, aroma and 
fl avour. The graduated cup is ideal for the microwave, allowing food to be unfrozen in 
a moment with total comfort and safety.

>FOR HEATING UP ANYWHERE
Very convenient for heating up food in the same airtight container, in any bottle 
warmer, microwave or bain-marie at the very moment of the baby’s feeding time.

>BISPHENOL A FREE
100% BPA-free.

85510

89142

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

FOR ANY KIND OF FOODGRADUATED

HIGH QUALITY

PERFECT FOR FREEZING
AND HEATING

STACKABLE

PERFECT FOR BREAST MILK
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PACK-2-GO HERMISIZED | 89071 | 89141

Practical isothermal bag with 2 graduated airtight containers

>IN THE COUNTRY, AT THE BEACH OR IN THE PARK
It is the perfect size to take it anywhere. In addition, the bag can be conveniently 
handled or hung from the pram. Its isothermal bag maintains food temperature for 
longer.

>MADE IN SPAIN WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
Two graduated airtight containers of 25 cl of capacity, made in Spain from highly-
resistant materials.

>FOR ALL TYPES OF SOLID OR LIQUID FOOD
Ideal for the fi rst mushes and all kinds of solid food, from aperitifs and snacks to 
desserts. Well suited to other liquid food such as broths, consommés or natural juices.

>CONSERVING BREAST MILK
Very suitable for storing breast milk, either to be drunk on the same day or for storing 
for longer in the freezer.

>FROZEN FOOD WITH EVERY GUARANTEE
The baby’s food is stored in the freezer and can be unfrozen or heated up in the baby 
bottle warmer or microwave in the hermetic container itself.

>ACCURATELY CONTROLS THE BABY’S MEALS
The measurements printed on the container allow the baby’s meals to be adapted to 
the baby’s needs.

>EASY TO CLEAN
The bag is impermeable so it doesn’t absorb stains and can be cleaned with a damp 
cloth. The hermetic containers are suitable for the dishwasher.

>THAWING FOOD
The graduated cup is ideal for the microwave, allowing food to be unfrozen in a 
moment with total convenience and safety.

>BISPHENOL A FREE
100% BPA-free

89071

8914189141

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

FOR ANY KIND OF FOODGRADUATED

HIGH QUALITY

PERFECT FOR FREEZING AND 
HEATING

STACKABLE

PERFECT FOR BREAST MILK
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FLEXIBIBY PINK | 89136

FLEXIBIBY BLUE | 89135

Adjustable, fl exible bib with food-catching pocket

>UNBREAKABLE
Made in Spain from top quality plastic materials, fl exibiby is unbreakable and fl exible 
and it can be used for many years.

>FROM THEIR FIRST FEEDING OF SOLIDS
fl exibiby can be used from 4 months old.

>COMFORTABLE, EVEN DURING LONGER MEALS
fl exibiby closes at the neck with a strip that is adapted carefully to the ergonomics of 
the little ones. Thanks to its adjustable fastener, fl exibiby grows as the baby grows.

>SAY GOODBYE TO STAINS
The baby’s clothes are protected by this adjustable bib. As it is waterproof, it does not 
absorb stains but rather it lets food leftovers run into the lower pocket.

>SPACIOUS FOOD-CATCHING POCKET
The lower pocket of fl exibiby has been carefully designed to collect any food which 
does not reach the baby’s mouth. This pocket never gets out of shape, maintaining the 
food leftovers in a safe place.

>USE THE BIB AGAIN AND AGAIN
fl exibiby can be cleaned easily using a damp cloth or under the tap. As it dries very 
quickly, it can be used again immediately.

>PHTHALATE-FREE
100% phthalate-free.

ADJUSTABLE BIG POCKET TO COLLECT FOOD

WATERPROOFFLEXIBLE

UNBREAKABLE EASY CLEANING

89135

89136
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COLOUR THERMO | 89092 | 89116

ERGONOMIC THERMO | 89089

Range of liquid thermoses of various capacities with metallic exterior

>MAINTAINS THE TEMPERATURE OF LIQUIDS FOR MORE THAN 24 HOURS.
The Miniland Baby thermoses are highly resistant and e� ective thanks to their dual 
steel wall and an exclusive copper layer, their vacuum chamber and the double-cap 
system.

>ELEGANT EXTERIOR DESIGN
With shiny blue and pink colours or a modern and ergonomic metallic fi nish design.

>THE BABY’S MEALS ALWAYS READY
Parents can prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere, maintaining the 
desired temperature for many hours.

>MATERIALS ENDOWED WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) in the interior which has very low thermal 
conductivity and very good resistance to high temperatures. Being the most 
appropriate for food storage.

>ANTI-DRIP LIQUID VALVE
They ensure greater safety and hygiene when transporting liquids thanks to the anti-
drip valve which has ‘click on, click o� ’ locking system.

>DETACHABLE AND EASY TO CLEAN
Both the thermo’s cap, which can be used as a glass, and the valve are unscrewable, 
facilitating the cleaning of all components. In addition, the ergonomic thermo is 
suitable for the dishwasher.

>BISPHENOL A FREE
100% BPA-free.

(0,45L)
89089

(0,5L)
89092

(0,5L)
89116

24h

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

VERY EFFECTIVE

ANTI-DRIP SYSTEM

EASY CLEANING

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY

DISHWASHER SAFE (89089)

PERFECT FOR THE BABY’S MEALS

TRIPLE INSULATING LAYER

CLICK ON OPENING
(AVOIDS TEMPERATURE LOSS)
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SOFT THERMOS | 89090 | 89091 | 89117 | 89118

Range of liquid thermoses of various capacities with rubbery exterior

>MAINTAINS THE TEMPERATURE OF LIQUIDS FOR MORE THAN 24 HOURS.
The Miniland Baby thermoses are highly resistant and e� ective thanks to their dual 
steel wall with an exclusive copper layer, their vacuum chamber and the double-cap 
system.

>ELEGANT EXTERIOR DESIGN
Endowed with attractive colours, a refi ned design and soft to the touch with a rubbery 
exterior.

>MATERIALS ENDOWED WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) in the interior which has very low thermal 
conductivity and very good resistance to high temperatures, being the most 
appropriate material for food storage.

>ANTI-DRIP LIQUID VALVE
They ensure greater safety and hygiene when transporting liquids thanks to the anti-drip 
valve which has a ‘click on, click o�  ’ locking system.

>THE BABY’S MEALS ALWAYS READY
Parents can prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere, maintaining the 
desired temperature for many hours.

>DETACHABLE AND EASY TO CLEAN
Both the thermos cap, which can be used as a glass, and the valve are unscrewable, 
facilitating the cleaning of all components.

>BISPHENOL A FREE
100% BPA-free.

(0,5L)
89090

(0,33L)
89091

(0,33L)
89118

(0,5L)
89117

24h

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

VERY EFFECTIVE SOFT TOUCH

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY

CLICK ON OPENING
(AVOIDS TEMPERATURE LOSS)

PERFECT FOR THE BABY’S MEALS

ANTI-DRIP SYSTEM

EASY CLEANINGTRIPLE INSULATING LAYER
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FOOD COLOUR THERMO | 89120 | 89121

FOOD SOFT THERMO | 89014 | 89122

FOOD STEEL THERMO | 89013

Range of thermoses for solid food

>FOR ALL TYPES OF SOLID FOOD
Ideal for the fi rst mushes to all kinds of solid food.

>MATERIALS ENDOWED WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY. THE BEST ON THE MARKET!
Endowed with double steel wall and an exclusive copper layer. Made from 18/8 steel 
(304 steel) in the interior, which has very low thermal conductivity and very good 
resistance to high temperatures. The most suitable for food storage.

>TAKE IT EVERYWHERE
food thermo has the perfect size to take it anywhere. The neoprene bag is fi tted 
with a Velcro seal handle which allows it to be conveniently hung on the pram. In 
addition, it insulates from atmospheric temperature changes, better maintaining the 
temperature of hot or cold food for more than 12 hours. Ensures greater safety and 
hygiene when transporting food thanks to its sealing with a double-cap seal.

>ELEGANT EXTERIOR DESIGN
Endowed with attractive colours and a refi ned design. Available in two di� erent 
fi nishes: rubbery, soft to the touch or elegant with a metallised exterior. In addition, 
the steel thermos are suitable for the dishwasher. 

>FEEDING FROM THE SAME RECIPIENT
With a large capacity (600 ml), they are very suitable for feeding the baby directly 
without needing to pour the content into a dish or plate.

>BISPHENOL A FREE
100% BPA-free.

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

FOR ANY KIND OF FOOD AND 
MUSHES

EASY CLEANINGEXCEPTIONAL QUALITY

(0,6L)
89013

(0,6L)
89014

(0,6L)
89122

(0,6L)
89121

(0,6L)
89120

 ISOTHERMAL BAG

TRIPLE INSULATING LAYER

DISHWASHER SAFE (89013)
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THERMETIC | 89152 | 89153

Mush and solid food thermos with hermetic containers

>FOR ALL TYPES OF FOOD

its two hermetic containers of 350ml and 200ml of capacity. thermetic has a total 
capacity of 700ml.

>NEOPRENE CASE
The neoprene case insulates the thermo from atmospheric temperature changes, 
better maintaining the temperature of hot or cold food.

>TO TAKE EVERYWHERE
It has the ideal size to take it anywhere. Perfect for trips or for leaving the baby with 
someone else.

>HERMETIC SEAL, NO SPILLAGE
Food is dually protected. The screw cap of the fl ask and the one from the inferior 
hermetic container ensure that there is no spillage.

>MATERIALS ENDOWED WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
The interior of the thermo is made of 18/8 steel (304 steel), the most suitable for 
food conservation.

>FEEDING FROM THE HERMETIC CONTAINERS
They are very suitable for feeding the baby directly without needing to pour the 
content into a dish or plate.

>HEAT THE FOOD UP IN THE MICROWAVE
thermetic maintains food temperature for hours. However, if it is preferred, the baby’s 
food can be heated up in the hermetic recipients.

>BISPHENOL A FREE
100% BPA-free.

TO TAKE ANYWHERE

FOR ANY KIND OF FOOD AND 
MUSHES

EASY CLEANING

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY

INTERIOR HERMETICS
(350ML-200ML)

(700ml)
89152

(700ml)
89153

 ISOTHERMAL BAG
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0,45l

•

•

•

25 x 7,3 x 7,3 cm

0,5l

•

•

24,5 x 6,9 x 6,9 cm

0,33l

•

•

19,5 x 6,9 x 6,9 cm

0,5l

•

•

24,5 x 6,9 x 6,9 cm

0,6l

•

•

•

17,2 x 10 x 10 cm

•

0,6l

•

•

17,2 x 10 x 10 cm

•

0,6l

•

•

17,2 x 10 x 10 cm

•

0,7l

2

0,35l and 0,2l

•

Inner containers

Inner containers

16,4 x 10,5 x 10,5 cm

•

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ACCESSORIES

89089
ergonomic thermo

89090-89117
soft thermo 0,5l

89091-89118
soft thermo 0,33l

89092-89116
colour thermo

89013
food steel thermo

89014-89122
food soft thermo

89120-89121
food colour thermo

89152-89153
thermetic

Capacity

Number of inner containers

Inner container capacity

Double steel layer

Insulating copper layer

Suitable for microwave 

Suitable for dishwashers

Size (height x width x depth)

Isothermal case

THERMOS FLASKS 89089
ergonomic thermo

89090-8911789090-89117 89091-8911889091-89118 89092-89116
colour thermo
89092-89116 89013

food steel thermo
89014-89122

food soft thermo
89014-89122

food soft thermo
89014-89122

food soft thermo
89120-89121 89152-8915389120-89121



•

•

•

28,2/18/25,3 cm

•

5

4 2

•

•

9,5/22,4/9,2 cm

•

1

30

•

•

•

accessories

15/13,2/13,4cm

•

1

•

2,5

•

•

•

•

•

•

accessories

 15/33/13,4 cm

•

1

1

•

2,5

10

•

•

•

•

•

accessories

21,3/25,5/23 cm

1

6

•

•

2

4

14

•

•

•

•

•

accessories

12,7/33,1/14,9 cm

•

1

1

•

2,5

7,5

•

•

•

•

•

•

accessories

28,5/32/15 cm

•

•

•

1

1

•

•

•

3

6

10

•

•

•

•

•

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ACCESSORIES

FUNCTIONS

89134
microwarmy

89070
warmy travel

89017
warmy

89034
warmy plus

89033
super 3 deco

89150
warmy advanced

89146
chefy 5

Universal, all types of baby bottle

Use of microwave

Suitable for use in the car

Suitable for dishwashers

Size 3 (width x height x depth)

Car adaptor

Tongs 

Storage and transport bag

Digital recipe book

Baby bottles/jars warmer (No. baby bottles)

Sterilizer (number of baby bottles)

Food steaming

Grinds

Thaws

Food baskets

Warming time1 (minutes)

Sterilization time (minutes)

Backlight display

Luminous indicator

Audible indicator

Automatic disconnection

Cable retractor

BOTTLE WARMER 
AND STERILIZERS 89134 89070

warmy travel
89017
warmy

89034 89033 89150 89146

1 For one 240 ml bottle. From the ambient temperature
2 Microwave power 1100 W
3 Maximum size



 0ºC ~ 60ºC (32 ºF  ~ 140ºF)

±1ºC/±2ºF de 25ºC a 45ºC  (77 ºF ~ 113ºF  ), others ±3ºC/±6ºF

2,5 / 14 / 1,1 cm

3,6 / 15,5 / 1,6 cm

Audio alarm / Screen icon

•

LR1130

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

ACCESSORIES

89151-89168
thermospoon

Reading range

Accuracy 

Spoon size (width x height x depth)

Case size  (width x height x depth)

High temperature indicator

Storage case

Batteries

THERMOMETER SPOON 

330ml

12

•

•

•

13,5/5/1,21 cm

330ml

2

•

•

•

13,5/5/1,21 cm

250ml

4

Base

•

•

8,4/8,5/8,4 cm

250ml

2

Base

•

•

8,4/8,5/8,4 cm

• •

• •

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

89184
display hermifresh

89072-89139
pack-2-go hermifresh

85510-89142
set 4

89141 - 89071
pack-2-go hermisized

Capacity

Number of containers

Suitable for microwave

Suitable for dishwashers

Suitable for freezers

Size (width x height x depth)

Date stamp

Measuring scale

HERMETIC CONTAINERS

• •

ACCESSORIES

Isothermal case

89072-8913989072-8913989072-89139 85510-89142 89141 - 89071
pack-2-go hermisized

89141 - 89071



I take care of you
day and night so
you grow up happy



BABY CARE

Looking after your baby’s health and hygiene assures 
comfort and well-being during his growth.

Miniland Baby combines traditional products with the most 
innovative ones for your baby’s daily care.
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THERMOTALK PLUS | 89068

Ultrafast contact thermometer which communicates the temperature by 
voice and measures the pulse

>FAST MEASUREMENT ON THE FOREHEAD AND THE EAR
Measures the temperature by infrared in just 2 second in contact with the baby’s 
forehead or ear.

>CHECKS THE PULSE
thermotalk plus allows the heart rate to be measured in just 15 seconds, pressing the 
pulse sensor with the thumb.

>MEASURES THE ROOM TEMPERATURE
This thermometer also measures the room temperature, allowing the parents to know 
if the baby’s room is at the optimal temperature.

>COMMUNICATES THE TEMPERATURE BY VOICE
A confi gurable voice message in 6 languages (Spanish, English, German, French, Italian 
and Russian) communicates the temperature obtained. In addition, if it’s wanted, it can 
also inform about the current time. Ideal for people with vision problems.

>INCLUDES A TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION CONTROL
The last 15 records taken are memorized. It also shows the date and the type of 
measurement carried out, allowing the evolution of the baby’s temperature to be checked.

>LCD DISPLAY SHOWING ALL THE TIME AND DATE INFORMATION
In Standby Mode thermotalk plus shows the date, time and room temperature, 
alternatively, every 5 seconds.

>DISCONNECTION TO SAVE ENERGY
Using the energy saving option, thermotalk plus turns o�  automatically after 3 
minutes of being idle, allowing more energy to be saved.

ULTRAFAST

DISPLAYS THE TIME AND DATE

6 LANGUAGES

VOICE MESSAGE

BASE

MEMORIZES 15 RECORDS

FOREHEAD

EAR 

PULSE

ENVIRONMENT

2s

TRANSPORT BAG AUTO POWER OFF FUNCTION

MANUAL REGISTRATION OF
TEMPERATURE ON EMYBABY

HIGHLY ACCURATE
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THERMOADVANCED PLUS | 89083

Fast, reliable contact-free thermometer that also communicates with the 
Smartphone or Tablet

>RECORD THE TEMPERATURE USING EMYBABY
Using the eMyBaby application, thermoadvanced plus communicates with the Smartphone 
and Tablet to record the temperatures taken. That way, parents can monitor them at any 
time and place. It’s possible to use the thermometer by itself or with eMyBaby.

>FAST, PRECISE, CONTACT-FREE MEASUREMENT
Measures the temperature in just 2 seconds on the forehead. In addition, a soft blue focal 
light comes on just before taking the temperature to help to locate the precise position. The 
backlit LCD screen changes colour from blue to red if it detects a temperature exceeding 38ºC.

>ERGONOMIC DESIGN EXCLUSIVE TO MINILAND
Carefully designed to combine maximum comfort for the hands with the smallest size. 
It is also ideal for carrying in the soft bag included.

>VOICE MESSAGES TO COMMUNICATE THE TEMPERATURE
This message can be confi gured in 6 languages: Spanish, English, German, French, 
Italian and Russian or deactivated if it is preferred. Ideal for people with vision problems.

>THE MOST COMPLETE: FOR BATH WATER, THE BABY’S BOTTLE OR MUSHES
thermoadvanced plus measures the temperature of objects and liquids as well as the 
room temperature.

>CONSULT AND SHARE THE TEMPERATURE RECORDS
The records taken are memorized on the thermometer and on eMyBaby and they 
can be consulted at any time, allowing the evolution of the baby’s temperature to be 
checked. They can also be saved on the PC or sent by e-mail.

>DISCONNECTION TO SAVE ENERGY
thermoadvanced turns o�  automatically after 3 minutes of being idle, allowing more 
energy to be saved and a longer battery life.

2s
CONTACT-FREE ULTRAFAST 

VOICE MESSAGE
6 LANGUAGES

DISPLAYS THE TIME AND DATE

MONITORING OF TEMPERATURE IN
EMYBABY WITH AUTOMATIC REGISTRATION

VISUAL FEVER INDICATOR

TRANSPORT BAG

MEMORIZES 9 RECORDS

HIGHLY ACCURATE

AUTO POWER OFF

BODY

OBJECTS

LIQUIDS

ENVIRONMENT
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THERMOFLEXI | 89021

Easy to use and fast temperature reading thermometer

>FAST TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
thermofl exi is a thermometer which, in just 10 seconds can easily measure body 
temperature by means of oral, armpit or rectal measurement through its fl exible tip.

>HIGH FLEXIBILITY AND RESISTANCE
thermofl exi is fi tted with a rubber neck that provides great fl exibility and impact 
resistance to the thermometer tip.

>STORAGE AND TRANSPORT CASE
thermofl exi is a small, light thermometer which also includes a practical transparent 
plastic case for its storage and transportation.

>ANYWHERE AND WHATEVER THE CIRCUMSTANCES
It can be carried comfortably in the bag, proving very useful both for day-to-day use 
and on any kind of trip.

>FEVER INDICATOR
thermofl exi emits a quiet sound alarm of 10 beep signals when a temperature 
exceeding 37.8ºC is detected.

>REMEMBERS THE LAST MEASUREMENT MADE
When thermofl exi is turned on, the latter indicates the last measurement made with 
the thermometer, thereby facilitating the comparison with the new measurement that 
is going to be carried out.

>DISCONNECTION TO SAVE ENERGY AND LOW BATTERY WARNING
thermofl exi turns o�  automatically after 9 minutes of being idle, allowing more 
energy to be saved. On top of that, it has a low battery display.

10s
FAST FLEXIBLE TIP

HIGHLY ACCURATE FEVER INDICATOR

MEMORIZES THE LAST
MEASUREMENT

AUTO POWER OFF

PLASTIC CASE

BATTERIES INCLUDED

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

temperature by means of oral, armpit or rectal measurement through its fl exible tip.

thermofl exi is fi tted with a rubber neck that provides great fl exibility and impact 

thermofl exi is a small, light thermometer which also includes a practical transparent 

It can be carried comfortably in the bag, proving very useful both for day-to-day use 

When thermofl exi is turned on, the latter indicates the last measurement made with 
the thermometer, thereby facilitating the comparison with the new measurement that 

ORAL

ARMPIT

RECTAL
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10s
FAST FLEXIBLE TIP

HIGHLY ACCURATE FEVER INDICATOR

MEMORIZES THE LAST
MEASUREMENT

AUTO POWER OFF

PLASTIC CASE

BATTERIES INCLUDED

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

DISPLAY THERMOFLEXI | 89027

Easy to use and fast temperature reading thermometer

>FAST TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
thermofl exi is a thermometer which, in just 10 seconds can easily measure body 
temperature by means of oral, armpit or rectal measurement through its fl exible 
tip. With fever indicator, the thermometer emits a sound alarm when a temperature 
exceeding 37.8ºC is detected.

>STORAGE AND TRANSPORT
thermofl exi is a small, light thermometer which also includes a practical transparent 
plastic case for its storage and transportation, proving very useful both for day-to-day 
use and on any kind of trip.

>HIGH FLEXIBILITY AND RESISTANCE
thermofl exi is fi tted with a rubber neck that provides great fl exibility and impact 
resistance to the thermometer tip.

>REMEMBERS THE LAST MEASUREMENT MADE
When thermofl exi is turned on, the latter indicates the last measurement made with 
the thermometer, thereby facilitating the comparison with the new measurement 
which is going to be carried out.

>DISCONNECTION TO SAVE ENERGY AND LOW BATTERY WARNING
thermofl exi turns o�  automatically after 9 minutes of being idle, allowing more 
energy to be saved. On top of that, it has a low battery display.
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THERMOKIT | 89080 | 89119

3 easy to use thermometers with fast measurement in all situations

>PRACTICAL SET OF 3 DIGITAL THERMOMETERS FOR DIFFERENT USES
thermokit is a set which helps parents to conveniently control the temperature of their 
babies and the water, comprising three thermometers: one body thermometer with a 
fl exible tip, one in the shape of a pacifi er and another for the bath. Its friendly design 
makes it the ideal gift kit.

>ALL PROPERLY STORED AWAY AND ORGANIZED
The three thermokit thermometers are kept in a practical waterproof PVC bag with a 
comfortable zip for opening.

>BODY THERMOMETER WITH FLEXIBLE TIP
• Soft, fl exible tip
• Fast measurement of the baby’s body temperature
• Beeps at the end of the measurement and in case of fever (more than 37,8ºC)

>SOFT, PLEASANT PACIFIER THERMOMETER
• Fast oral temperature measurement. With a similar shape to conventional pacifi ers, it 
is very practical for the babies.
• Beeps at the end of the measurement and in case of fever
• It is submersible and can be washed under the water

>PENGUIN THERMOMETER FOR THE BATH
• Quickly measures the bath water and room temperature
• Visual alert in case of high or low temperature
• Playmate that complies with toy safety standards

10s
QUICK TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT

BODY THERMOMETER

PACIFIER THERMOMETER

PENGUIN THERMOMETER 

FLEXIBLE TIP

HIGHLY ACCURATE
FEVER INDICATOR

SUBMERSIBLE

VERY COMFORTABLE

ALERT OF HIGH / LOW
TEMPERATURE

FEVER INDICATOR

PLAYMATE

MEASURES THE WATER AND
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

MEASUREMENT TIME

MEASUREMENT TIME

60s

2s

89080

89119
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89143

89125

BABY KIT | 89143 | 89125

Complete home and travel kit for the baby’s care

>7 ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES FOR THE LITTLE ONES HYGIENE AND CARE
This complete set consists of those vital elements for the day-to-day baby’s care: a 
dropper, a nasal aspirator, a comb, a fantastic natural bristle brush, practical scissors, 
nail clippers and four fi les for the baby’s nails. Its friendly design makes it the ideal 
gift kit.

>EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE
The case can be totally opened, leaving all the set contents well organised and visible.

>EASY TO CARRY AND STORE
The case has the perfect size to be carried in the bag, in the baby’s bag, in a 
knapsack... or simply keep it comfortably at home.

>BABIES ALWAYS LOOKING GOOD, NEAT AND TIDY
The baby’s hair will always be perfect thanks to the comb and the natural bristle 
brush. The nails will always be properly cut thanks to the scissors, nail clippers and 
fi les included.

>LONG LIFE
This kit accompanies the little ones for years as it is made of top quality plastic 
material.

>CLEAN AND HYGIENIC
The baby kit case is made of waterproof material, providing greater hygiene and easy 
cleaning, preventing the components become dirty or wet.

89143

89125

AT HOME AND IN THE CAR

7 HYGIENE PRODUCTS

> DROPPER (1)
> NASAL ASPIRATOR (2)
> COMB (3)
> NATURAL BRISTLE BRUSH (4)
> SCISSORS (5)
> NAIL CLIPPERS (6)
> 4 FILE NAILS (7)

EVERYTHING ORGANIZED
ON ITS WATERPROOF CASE

1

2

3

4 5 6

7

ON ITS WATERPROOF CASE

1

2

3

4 5 6

7
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THERMO BATH | 89061

Bath and environmental thermometer with the friendly shape of a bee

>A PLEASANT AND FUNNY BATH UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES
thermo bath allows the parents to easily control at any time both the bath water and 
the room temperature as it measures them constantly, showing on its screen any 
variations that occur.

>THE BABY’S FAVOURITE TEMPERATURE
The ideal bath temperature at home varies between 36 and 38 degrees. With thermo 
bath parents can reach the babies favourite temperature and make sure that it does 
not move away from these values.

>PLAYMATE
The baby may hold it and even submerge it when it is fl oating as it complies with the 
toy safety standards.

>ALERTS FOR HIGH OR LOW TEMPERATURE
The bee warns with a green light when the water temperature is lower than 30ºC 
and with a red light when it is greater than 39ºC. In addition, it shows arrows on the 
screen indicating that the water temperature is out the comfort range.

>CONTROLS THE BATH TIME
Aside from the digital clock, thermos bath also has a stopwatch with a countdown and 
count forward which allows parents to control bath time.

STOPWATCH & TIMER

PLAYMATE CLOCK

BATH THERMOMETER

ENVIRONMENTAL THERMOMETER ALERT OF HIGH / LOW
TEMPERATURE
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BATH KIT | 89159

The ideal set for bath time

>A FRIENDLY BATH AND SHOWER SET
A fun kit comprising a shower thermometer in the shape of a tiger, a fun bath sponge 
and two little rubber animals which will become the little one’s best friends at bath time.
A tiger, an owl, a hippopotamus and a bear will be the perfect companions at 
bath time.

>PROTECTS THE BABY
Babies are very sensitive to too high or low temperatures. Using the shower 
thermometer, the parents can control the temperature at which the water comes out 
at any time with a visual alarm when exceeding 39ºC. It is very practical for rinsing 
the baby directly with the shower head at the perfect temperature.

>VERY EASY TO INSTALL THERMOMETER
All parents have to do is screw on the thermometer between the shower head and the 
hose. In addition, it is covered by a rubber tiger to protect it.

>COTTON AND 100% NATURAL FIBRE SPONGE FOR A SOFT, RELAXING BATH
The attractive sponge in owl shape is made of top quality materials. The front part is 
made of cotton which will ensure the baby has all the softness he needs for a good 
bath. The back of the sponge is made of sisal, a 100% natural, biodegradable fi bre.

>FUN WHISTLES AND LOTS OF GAMES
The bear and the hippopotamus become the babies’ perfect playmates. They will love 
their soft shapes, making them easy to pick up. If they squeeze them, they emit fun 
whistling sounds and fl oat! They can also be fi lled with water by submersing them, 
then creating a fun water fountain when expelling it.

COTTON AND
100% NATURAL FIBRE

BATH SPONGE

RUBBER ANIMALS

PLAYMATE

EMIT FUN WHISTLING SOUNDS SOFT SHAPES

FLOAT 

SHOWER THERMOMETER

EASY TO INSTALL

PLAYMATE

VISUAL ALARM
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NASAL CARE | 89058

Electric nasal aspirator

>REMOVES ANY EXCESS MUCUS 
Fast and smoothly removes any excess mucus, avoiding the discomfort generated by 
obstructed respiratory passages.

>FASTER AND EASIER TO USE
All parents need to do is to insert it in the nostril and press the button to extract 
the mucus. Due to the device being electric, suction occurs in a continuous manner 
in a single go (compared with manual aspirators, which require several aspirations), 
facitilitating this time when controlling the baby is di�  cult.

>HYGIENIC
The electric aspiration method avoids the need for oral suction, which many parents 
fi nd unpleasant. The mucus is deposited in an internal container which is kept isolated 
from the rest of the appliance and the exterior, preventing contact with secretions. 

>VERY EASY TO CLEAN
The mucus container is disassembled and easily washed using warm water and soap 
and it can be sterilized using boiling water or steam.

>ALL INCLUDED
Comes with two types of silicone tip for di� erent nostril sizes, two spare silicone rings, 
and a practical bag for carrying it around. 

>COMPACT AND ERGONOMIC
It is highly ergonomic and compact, easy to hold and can be used with one hand. 
Hence, the other hand is free to hold the baby in the most sutiable position.

>CAN BE USED ANYWHERE WITH NO RISK OF UNCOMFORTABLE SITUATIONS
As this device is so easy to use, it may be deployed discreetly anywhere. Its use in 
public places goes more unnoticed than traditional nasal aspirators. 

NASAL CARE SPARE PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY

89199

FLUSHES YOUR BABY’S MUCUS 

2 SPARE SILICONE RINGS

EASY TO USE

2 SILICONE TIPS EASY CLEANING

TRANSPORT BAG

NASAL CARE SPARE PARTS | 89199
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PACIKEEPER | 89137 | 89138

Teddy bear pacifi er holder with a handle for transportation

>MADE IN SPAIN FROM TOP QUALITY MATERIALS
Made at our facilites from top quality polypropylene, one of the most resistant and 
safe materials for the baby’s food and hygiene.

>PACIFIERS ALWAYS CLEAN
Transports the baby’s pacifi er in a clean, hygienic manner, always kept away from any 
contact with impurities and any other objects which may be dirty.

>FLEXIBLE HANDLE TO TAKE IT ANYWHERE
Thanks to its fl exible handle, the parents can hang and unhang the pacikeeper from 
the baby’s pram whenever they like very easily.

>FASCINATES THE LITTLE ONES
The little ones love its friendly little bear design so they’ll want to take it everywhere. 
It also complies with toy safety standards.

>EASY TO CLEAN
All you need is a damp cloth to leave it perfectly clean or if you prefer, you can put it 
in the dishwasher.

>PHTHALATE-FREE
100% phthalate-free.

DISPLAY PACIKEEPER | 89144

Display with 12 assorted pacifi er holders

>TEDDY BEAR PACIFIER HOLDER IN TWO COLOURS
pacikeeper is a friendly teddy bear pacifi er holder which can be hang conveniently 
from the baby’s pram or from the bag. Allows the pacifi ers to be transported 
comfortably and safely, always having them to hand and protected from dirt and other 
impurities. 

TOP QUALITY MATERIALS

EASY TO CLEAN

PACIFIERS ALWAYS CLEAN

FLEXIBLE HANDLE TO TAKE
ANYWHERE

IT COMPLIES WITH TOY SAFETY 
STANDARDS

89137

89138
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ON THE GO STERILIZER | 89163

Portable UV and ozone sterilizer for pacifi ers and nipples

>PACIFIERS AND NIPPLES ALWAYS FRESHLY STERILIZED WHEREVER YOU ARE
on the go sterilizer is a portable steriliser which uses the combined action of UV light 
and ozone to keep pacifi ers and nipples free of bacteria. As it is battery-run it can be 
used anywhere.

>TOTAL STERILIZATION IN JUST 7 MINUTES
Pacifi er and nipple sterilization is completed in 7 minutes, allowing them to be reused 
without having to go home.

>LIGHT AND SMALL SIZE
Its small size means it can be stored anywhere, either in the bag or knapsack. It is also 
very light, just 134 grams and it can thus always be carried around so it can be used 
everywhere.

>INSIDE THE STERILIZER OR DIRECTLY ON THE BABY BOTTLE
The pacifi ers and nipples can be sterilized inside the sterilizer cavity. In addition, the 
nipples can be sterilized using the on the go sterilizer leaning directly on the baby 
bottle’s neck.

>CHILD LOCK
It has a safety switch which prevents children from using the device improperly.

STERILIZES ON THE
BABY BOTTLE NECK

SAFETY SWITCH

UV AND OZONE STERILIZER

FAST

PACIFIERS

REMOVES 99% OF GERMS

NIPPLES TO TAKE ANYWHERE

7min
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SCALY UP | 89041

Evolutionary weighing scale for babies and children

>FOR BABIES AND CHILDREN: THE PERFECT SCALE FOR ALL STAGES OF GROWTH
This scale is endowed with two interchangeable trays which allow weighing babies 
since the day they are born as well as children that can stand up by themselves.

>MAXIMUM CAPACITY
Children of up to 50 kilos can be weighed. In addition, the weighing scale is fi tted with 
an overweight indicator which provides a warning when those 50 kilos are exceeded.

>PARENTS CAN CONTROL PRECISELY THE WEIGHT OF THE BABY
This scale is even capable of detecting the most minor variation in the baby’s weight 
thanks to its excellent precision, very useful for new-borns or babies with weight 
problems.

>TO FOLLOW THE EVOLUTION OF THE BABY’S WEIGHT SINCE ITS VERY FIRST DAY
To make easier to check how much the baby has grown, the parents can compare the 
current weight with the last measurement made, saved on the memory. In addition, 
registering the baby’s weight manually on eMyBaby, it is possible to generate an 
evolution graphic. 

>DIGITAL DISPLAY
Its front part is fi tted with a user-friendly digital display which shows clearly the 
value of the weight measurement as well as all the indicators.

>TO WEIGH THE BABY ANYTIME
Including batteries, the weighing scale will warn the parents with a low battery 
indicator in the display. This way, they will be able to replace the batteries and they 
will have their scale ready at any time.

50kg

4.60

KG / LB / OZ BATTERIES INCLUDED

MONITORING OF WEIGHT IN EMYBABY 
WITH MANUAL REGISTRATION

WEIGHTS UP TO 50KGEVOLUTIONARY

HIGHLY ACCURATE MEMORIZES THE
LAST WEIGHT

TARE FUNCTIONHOLD FUNCTION
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EMYSCALE | 89158

Scale for babies which connects to Smartphones or Tablets

>TO RECORD THE WEIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF THE BABY WITH EMYBABY
eMyScale connects to the Smartphone or Tablet by Bluetooth to record the 
measurements taken in the eMyBaby application. This way mum and dad may will 
be able to monitor the evolution of the baby’s weight. Very useful for all babies, in 
particular for newborn babies or those who have weight problems. This weighing 
scale can be used by itself or with eMyBaby.

>FROM BABY TO KID, WEIGHT ALWAYS UNDER CONTROL!
Children of up to 20 kilos can be weighed. Furthermore, the scale is fi tted with an 
overweight indicator which provides a warning when those 20 kilos are exceeded.

>ACCURATELY CONTROLS THE WEIGHT OF THE MOST FIDGETING BABY!
The hold function allows the parents to obtain the exact weight even when the baby 
is moving. In addition, its precision allows the parents to detect any minor variations 
in the weight of the little one.

>DIGITAL DISPLAY
Its front part is fi tted with a user-friendly digital display which clearly shows the 
value of the measurement as well as all the indicators.

>PRACTICAL LOW BATTERY INDICATOR
A low battery indicator will warn the parents when is the right time to replace the 
batteries, so that the scale is ready at any time.

>DISCONNECTION TO SAVE ENERGY
eMyScale turns o�  automatically, allowing more energy to be saved and a longer 
battery life.

BATTERIES INCLUDED

AUTO POWER OFF

COMPATIBILITY BLUETOOTH 4.0 MONITORING OF WEIGHT IN EMYBABY 
WITH AUTOMATIC REGISTRATION

TARE FUNCTIONHOLD FUNCTION

KG / LB / OZ

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

HIGHLY ACCURATE
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BEMYBUDDY | 89160

The most innovative baby’s buddy

>TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION FOR THE COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BABIES
With the innovative beMyBuddy and our exclusive eMyBaby application, the babies will be 
able to listen and feel their parents’ records, the carefully designed preset sounds and the 
songs from their parents device, thereby promoting the cognitive development of the babies 
as from their birth until they are 2 years old learning is carried out through the senses.

>CLOSE TO THE PARENTS WHEREVER THEY ARE, STRENGTHENING BONDS
beMybuddy enables parents to record their voices and their baby’s favourite songs 
and stories for immediate or later reproduction anywhere so the baby will feel they’re 
always nearby. 

>A GREAT SOURCE OF EMOTIONS AND SENSATIONS FOR THE BABIES!
Features a range of songs and sounds specially designed for babies:
- Close to mum: maternal heart and womb sounds, thereby comforting the baby by 
  recalling pregnancy
- Nature: to ensure the baby is in full contact with it through the waves of the sea or 
  the singing of the birds
- Classical experience: carefully selected famous melodies to promote relaxation and 
  train the baby’s musical ear.
- Lullabies: formed by traditional lullabies which make it easier for the baby to rest.

>AN ENORMOUS RANGE OF MUSIC AND SOUNDS: FULLY ADAPTABLE TO THE 
PARENTS’ TASTE!
Aside from the predefi ned recordings and sounds, it is possible to reproduce the music 
stored on the parents’ mobile phone (Device music) and to create a list of Favourites, 
signifi cantly expanding the options.

>THE MOST CHERISHED ORGANIC ELEPHANT
The soft and sweet beMyBuddy elephant, with a 100% organic cotton surface, is 
loved by all the babies and soon becomes their faithful friend!

>ANYWHERE, WITH OR WITHOUT ACCESSORIES 
The small size and lightweight nature of the extractable module enables it to be 
used anywhere and in any situation. It can be used by itself with a strap fi tted with a 
clip to attach it to the pocket or pram, or conveniently placed inside the plush toy or 
accessories. The device runs on a rechargeable long-life battery, with USB-microUSB 
cable included.

SOUNDS DESIGNED FOR THE BABY

100% ORGANIC COTTON SURFACERECORD SONGS AND STORIES

PROMOTES COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

REPRODUCE THE SONGS FROM
THE DEVICE

  recalling pregnancy

  the singing of the birds

  train the baby’s musical ear.

Aside from the predefi ned recordings and sounds, it is possible to reproduce the music 

COMPATIBILITY BLUETOOTH
3.0 & 4.0

STRENGTHENS
THE BONDS
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BEMYBUDDY TRAVELING | 89161

The newest cushion for the baby’s neck!

>THE MOST SONOROUS NECK CUSHION!
This soft neck cushion is designed to enjoy all the functionalities of beMyBuddy. 
Simply inserting the extractable module connected to the mobile device into the 
cushion, the baby will enjoy a great source of emotions and sensations!

>BABIES WILL ALWAYS FEEL THEIR PARENTS CLOSE!
The use of this neck cushion together with the extractable beMyBuddy module will 
ensure the babies will always feel their parents close. With eMyBaby and their mobile 
device, the parents will be able to record the baby’s favourite songs and stories with 
their voice, strengthening parent-baby bonds. Moreover, they will have the possibility 
of playing songs and sounds specially designed for babies: sounds from the maternal 
womb and heart, from nature, classical melodies, traditional lullabies, and the music 
stored on the parents’ mobile device.

>ERGONOMICS FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT AND SAFETY
The ergonomic shape of the cushion adapts to the baby’s neck, providing full support 
for the delicate head and cervical region, thereby guaranteeing the baby always 
travels in a comfortable and safe manner.

>WALKS AND TRIPS IN GOOD COMPANY
beMyBuddy traveling ensures babies can travel in their car seat in maximum comfort 
together with their little elephant. Furthermore, it can be used on a daily basis in the 
pram or rocking chair. 

>MAXIMUM SOFTNESS WITH THE 100% ORGANIC COTTON SURFACE
Its smooth and soft texture and 100% organic cotton and environmentally-friendly 
surface will make the baby feel very comfortable. 

PRAMCAR

BABY ROCKER 100% ORGANIC COTTON
SURFACE

SOUNDS DESIGNED FOR THE BABY

RECORD SONGS AND STORIES

PROMOTES COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

REPRODUCE THE SONGS FROM
THE DEVICE

NECK CUSHION + BEMYBUDDY MODULE*

*BEMYBUDDY MODULE SOLD SEPARATELY (REF 89160)
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BEMYBUDDY FEEDING | 89162

The most comfortable nursing pillow for both mother and baby

>THE MOST INNOVATIVE NURSING PILLOW!
This revolutionary nursing pillow has been created for the baby to enjoy the countless 
emotions and feelings that, combined with the mobile device, beMyBuddy o� ers. The 
pillow has an inner pocket for the simple storage of the extractable module.

>IDEAL FOR ACCOMPANYING SUCH A SPECIAL MOMENT
With beMyBuddy and the eMyBaby app it is possible to record ans listen to the 
parents’ voices as well as playing songs and sounds specially designed for babies like 
the sounds of the maternal womb and heart, nature sounds, classical melodies and 
traditional lullabies. Parents can also play music stored on their mobile devices. This 
nursing pillow makes even more special this moment between the mother and the 
baby, and is also ideal for the father to bottle-feeding the baby, who will sense the 
mother is always nearby. 

>DESIGNED TO BREAST OR BOTTLE FEED COMFORTABLY
beMyBuddy feeding is ideal for breast or bottle feeding in maximum comfort, as 
it relieves the strain on the mother’s back, neck and arms, and provides a more 
comfortable position for the baby. In addition, its ergonomic design adapts to the 
body, providing stable and relaxing support.

>A VARIETY OF MODES OF USE FOR MOTHERS AND BABIES!
The pillow may also be used during pregnancy, or as support to lay or sit the baby 
down and to stimulate crawling. A highly useful and long-lasting nursing pillow!

>100% ORGANIC COTTON COVER 
The 100% organic cotton cover is removable and machine-washable at 30º C, making it very 
easy to clean. Moreover, its soft, smooth texture provides great comfort to the baby.

100% ORGANIC COTTON
SURFACE

SOUNDS DESIGNED FOR THE BABY

RECORD SONGS AND STORIES

PROMOTES COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

REPRODUCE THE SONGS FROM
THE DEVICE

*BEMYBUDDY MODULE SOLD SEPARATELY (REF 89160)

NURSING PILLOW + BEMYBUDDY MODULE*
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NIGHT SHEEP | 89082

Nightlight with friendly sheep shape

>THE LIGHT THE BABY LOVES
The colour of the light can be selected, choosing between a fi xed red, blue or green 
light or a changing rainbow light.

>IN TOTAL SAFETY
night sheep works with a cold LED light. That way, sheep is never hot to the touch. In 
addition, it complies with all toy safety standards.

>SLEEP PEACEFULLY
The little sheep can stay on all night long or be turned o�  automatically 30 minutes 
after being turned on. The baby will always have company.

>LIGHT ALL NIGHT 
night sheep will stay on all night, its operating time with its battery totally charged is 
8 hours in rainbow mode and 16 hours with a fi xed light. 

>VERY EASY TO CHARGE ON ITS BASE 
night sheep has a base from which to load the nightlight the most simple and 
convenient way. In addition, the LED charge indicator will illuminate red during the 
process and green after charging.

>TOP-QUALITY, PHTHALATE-FREE PVC
The night sheep night light is very long-lasting. It has a soft surface which is pleasant 
for the baby. It is made of soft, phthalate-free PVC.

RAINBOW NIGHTLIGHT AUTONOMY: 16 HOURS FIXED MODE 
AND 8 HOURS RAINBOW MODE

3 FIXED COLOURS NIGHTLIGHT

SAFETIMER (30 MIN)
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SNAILIGHT | 89164

The snail that accompanies the baby during the night

>THE MOST ORIGINAL NIGHT LIGHT!
snailight can be stuck to non-porous surfaces thanks to the 16 suckers at its base, it’s 
the perfect decoration for the baby’s room.

>CHOOSE THE LIGHT THE BABY LIKES THE MOST
The colour of the light can be selected, choosing between eight fi xed light colours: 
white, yellow, light blue, purple, orange, green, dark blue, red or rainbow changing 
light.

>TURNS OFF AUTOMATICALLY
The snail remains on for an hour and then it turns o�  automatically, helping the baby 
to get o�  to sleep.

>TOUCH SENSOR FOR COLOUR CHANGES
Changes colour easily with a light hand contact on the snail’s head.

>LONG-LIFE RECHARGEABLE BATTERY BY USB CABLE
snailight has a rechargeable battery. Furthermore, when it’s totally charged, it 
indicates it by changing its colour from red to green. The operation time is 6 hours in 
rainbow mode and 7 hours with a fi xed light. 

>EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY MATERIALS
The snailight nightlight has a soft surface which is pleasant for the baby, made of ABS 
plastic. The antennas and suckers are made of soft, fl exible silicone. It is also 100% 
phthalate-free.

RAINBOW NIGHTLIGHTAUTONOMY: 7  HOURS FIXED MODE 
AND 6 HOURS RAINBOW MODE

8 FIXED COLOURS NIGHTLIGHT

AUTO POWER OFF (1 HOUR) SAFE

TOUCH BUTTON
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oral

1

•

•

body / environment

•

ear, forehead

ear from forehead: +1˚C (approx.)

15

•

•

•

•

body / environment / objects / liquids

•

forehead without contact

9 3

•

•

•

iOS, Android

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

FUNCTIONS

89021
thermofl exi

89080-1 / 89119-1
thermokit - body

89080-2/89119-2
thermokit - pacifi er

89068
thermotalk plus

89083
thermoadvanced plus

Technology

Measurement time (seconds)

Body measurement range

Atmospheric measurement range

Body measurement accuracy

Atmospheric measurement accuracy

Batteries

Size (width x height x depth)

Use

Voice communication

Measurement type

Di� erence between types of measurement

No. of measurements memorised

Time/Date display

High temperature indicator

Low battery alert

Pulse measurement

Connection with mobile or tablet (eMyBaby)

THERMOMETERS

• • •

•

• •

ACCESSORIES

Base

Bag / case

1  ±0,1˚C/±0,2˚F  in the interval (35,0˚C~42,0˚C) / (95,0˚F~107,6˚F)
    ±0,2˚C/±0,4˚F  rest of temperatures in the measurement range 

2  ±0,2˚C/±0,4˚F  in the interval (35,5˚C~42,0˚C) / (95,9˚F~107,6˚F)
   ±0,3˚C/±0,5˚F  rest of temperatures in the measurement range

3   9 measurements on the thermometer, unlimited records on the eMyBaby app



2

0ºC~50ºC  (32ºF~122ºF)

±1ºC (±2ºF)

7 / 11 / 3,5 cm

2

 10ºC~50ºC (50 ºF~122ºF)

±1ºC (±2ºF)

6,3 / 6,8 / 2,5 cm

5

 0ºC~69ºC (32 ºF~156,2ºF)

±1ºC (±2ºF)

3,4 / 7,1 / 2,5 cm

liquids / environment

LED / screen icon

screen icon

•

liquids / environment

•

•

•

LED / screen icon

LED / screen icon

•

liquids 

LED

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

89080-3/89119-3
thermokit - bathroom

89061
thermo bath

89159
bath kit - shower

Measurement time (seconds)

Reading range

Accuracy 

Size (width x height x depth)

Use 

Stopwatch

Timer

Time indicator

High temperature indicator

Low temperature indicator

Low battery alert

BATHROOM THERMOMETERS

•

1xCR2032 2xLR44 2xLR44

ACCESSORIES

Bag / Case

Batteries

89061
thermo bath

89159

8 hours

Rainbow mode: 8 hours / Fixed colour: 16 hours

6 V, 150 mA

11,28 x 12,58 x 8,95 cm

Optional after 30 minutes

•

3

•

•

3 hours

Rainbow mode: 6 hours / Fixed colour: 7 hours

3.7 V, 500 mA

15 x 9,5 x 6,5 cm

1 hour

•

8

•

•

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

ACCESSORIES

89082
night sheep

89164
snailight

Charging time

Operating time

Power supply

Size (width x height x depth)

Auto-o� 

Charge indicator

Fixed light colours

Rainbow mode

Charging base and adaptor

USB - micro USB cable

NIGHTLIGHTS

3 colours: blue, red and green / 8 colours: white, yellow, light blue, purple, orange, green, dark blue and red

89082 89164
snailight



2 hours

approx. 8 hours 1

300 & 4,0

10 m

2W

5,6 x 2,4 cm / 36,4 g

≥ 8000 hours

From 0º C to 50º C

≥ 500µW

0,01ppm ≤ 0,05ppm

2xAAA1

0,9W

139g 2   /   7,9 x 9 x 7,9cm

•

•

Nature, classical experience, close to mum, lullabies

•

•

•

•

Audio alarm

LED and audible alarm

ozone, UV light

7

•

Plush toy with 100% organic cotton surface

28 x 26,5x 11,5 cm

beMyBuddy traveling neck cushion / 21 x 19 x 5,5 cm

beMyBuddy nursing pillow / 56 x 45 x 14 cm

•

•

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

FUNCTIONS

ACCESSORIES

89160
beMyBuddy - extractable module

89163
on the go sterilizer

Charging time

Playing time

Compatibility with Bluetooth

Range

Output power

Size (diameter x width) /Weight

Life of the UV tube

Operating temperature

UV light power

Ozone density

Batteries

Power consumption

Weight / Size (width x height x depth)

Sound recording 2

Reproduction of recorded sounds 2

Predefi ned sounds 2

Reproduction of device list 2

Random reproduction 2

List of favourites 2

Timer 2

Connection indicator

Low battery alert

Sterilization

Sterilization time (minutes)

Safety switch

Accessory included

Size3 (width x height x depth)

Accessory sold separately & size3

(width x height x depth)

Hanging strap and clip

Charging USB - micro USB cable

EXTRACTABLE
BEMYBUDDY MODULE

PORTABLE
STERILIZER

1  Playing time at medium volume  /  2 On the eMyBaby app  / 3 Maximum size

1  Not included
2  Weight without batteries



kilograms, pounds and ounces

50 kg / 99 lb / 1766,78 oz

0,01 kg / 0,02 lb / 0,5 oz 

•

0 - 10 kg = +/- 50 g

10 - 20 kg = +/- 60 g

20 - 30 kg = +/- 90 g

30 - 40 kg = +/- 120 g

40 - 50 kg = +/- 150 g 

with base for baby: 63,5 / 11,5 / 34 cm

with base for child: 32 / 6 / 36,5 cm

kilograms, pounds and ounces

20 kg / 44 lb / 705,48 oz

0,01kg / 0,02lb / 0,1oz

•

0,6% (of the weight of the object) ±10 g

55 / 4,5 / 34 cm

Last weight

•

•

Button

•

•

•

•

•

iOS & Android

 BLE 4.0

• 1

•

•

Button

•

•

•

•

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONS

89041
scaly up

89158
eMyScale

Reading unit

Maximum capacity

Graduation

Display

Accuracy 

Size (width x height x depth)

Compatible with eMyBaby

Bluetooth Compatibility

Memorisation

Hold Function

Tare Function

On

Auto-o� 

Interchangeable tray for weight of the child

Weight of objects  < 0,5 kg

Low battery indicator

Overload indicator

SCALES

2 x AA 1,5V 3 × AAA

ACCESSORIES

Batteries  

 1  On the eMyBaby app





85510

89013

89014

89017

89021

89026

89027

89033

89034

89041

89058

89061

89068

89070

89071

89072

89076

89079

89080

89081

89082

89083

89087

89089

89090

89091

89092

89095

89096

89097

89098

89116

89117

89118

89119

89120

89121

89122

89125

89132

89134

89135

89136

89137

89138

89139

89141

89142

89143

89144

89146

89149

89150

89151

89152

89153

89155

89156

89158

89159

89160

89161

89162

89163

89164

89166

89167

89168

89170

89171

89172

89173

89174

89175

89176

89177

89178

89179

89180

89181

89182

89183

89184

89199

50

56

56

40

68

26

69

42

41

78

74

72

66

35

51

49

25

18

70

27

84

67

28

54

55

55

54

36

36

36

36

54

55

55

70

56

56

56

71

19

34

52

52

76

76

49

51

50

71

76

37

14

39

44

57

57

45

45

79

73

81

82

83

77

85

17

36

44

36

10

11

24

15

16

17

17

12

17

46

46

47

47

48

74

REF. REF. REF.PRODUCT PRODUCT PRODUCTPAGE PAGE PAGE

set 4 hermisized blue

food steel thermo

food soft thermo blue

warmy

thermoflexi

ozonball

display thermoflexi

super 3 deco

warmy plus

scaly up

nasal care

thermo bath

thermotalk plus

warmy travel

pack-2-go hermisized blue

pack-2-go hermifresh blue

humiessence

everywhere IPcam

thermokit blue

humiplus advanced

night sheep

thermoadvanced plus

ambidrop

ergonomic thermo

soft thermo 0,5l blue

soft thermo 0,33l blue

colour thermo blue

basket set chefy 5

TABLE OF CONTENTS

jar chefy 5

cover set chefy 5

knive chefy 5

colour thermo pink

soft thermo 0,5l pink

soft thermo 0,33l pink

thermokit pink

food colour thermo blue

food colour thermo pink

food soft thermo pink

baby kit pink

spin IPcam

micro warmy

flexibiby blue

flexibiby pink

pacikeeper blue

pacikeeper pink

pack-2-go hermifresh pink

pack-2-go hermisized pink

set 4 hermisized pink

baby kit blue

display pacikeeper

chefy 5

digimonitor 2,4” plus

warmy advanced

thermospoon blue

thermetic blue

thermetic pink

meal set blue

meal set pink

eMyScale

bath kit

beMyBuddy

beMyBuddy traveling

beMyBuddy feeding

on the go sterilizer

snailight

digital camera 2,4”

tongs chefy 5

thermospoon pink

blender lid chefy 5

digitalk easy

digitalk luxe

humidrop

digimonitor 3,5” plus

digimonitor 3,5” touch

digital camera plus

digital camera touch

digimonitor 1,8”

digital camera 1,8”

trainy blue

trainy pink

picneat blue

picneat pink

display hermifresh

nasal care spare parts






